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WE HAD TO REMOVE THIS POST
Hanna Bervoets
“This novel gives us an acid glimpse into a new form of labor existing
today, a job that extracts an immeasurable psychic toll. Fascinating and
disturbing.” Ling Ma, author of Severance
“We Had To Remove This Post is one of the most fascinating books I've
read in years. Hanna Bervoets has created an astonishing and compelling
cast of characters, drawn together through circumstance, separated by the
same. The novel is fast paced and thrilling, violent and nightmarish and
grief-stricken, but also tender and wildly moving. A brilliant peek behind
the curtains at what happens when we put our trust in social media.
Believe me when I say you've never read anything like it.” Kristen
Arnett, author of Mostly Dead Things and With Teeth

Agent: Lisette Verhagen
Dutch publisher: Uitgeverij Pluim
&CPNB
UK Publisher: Picador

UK Editor: Ansa Khan
US Publisher: Mariner Books/
HarperCollins
US Editor: Millicent Bennett
US pub date: March 2022
Khattak
Page extent: 144
TV rights: optioned by Quay Street
Material: full English translation
Rights sold:
Chinese Complex (ACME
Publishing)
Finnish (Gummerus)
French (Le Bruit Du Monde)
German (Hanser)
Italian (Mondadori)
Korean (Book House)
Norwegian (Strawberry)
Russian (Sinbad)
Swedish (Volante)
Japanese co-agent:
Japan Uni

When Kayleigh finds herself struggling financially, she applies for
a job as a content moderator for an online platform whose name
she isn’t allowed to mention. Her responsibility: reviewing which
offensive videos, pictures and rants need to be removed. It’s
grueling work. Kayleigh and her colleagues see the most
horrifying things on their screens every day, and the platform’s
guidelines are a minefield. And yet Kayleigh feels like she’s in the
right place. She finds kinship with the team of moderators and,
when she falls in love with her colleague Sigrid, the future seems
bright. Or does it?

We Had to Remove This Post is a chilling, powerful and urgent

story about who or what determines our worldview, examining
the toxic world of content moderators. It explores morality and
how our morals are fluid, constantly changing depending on
where and with whom we are. We Had to Remove This Post
exposes the power of big tech companies, how they control us
and ultimately change us forever.
In the Netherlands, Bervoets has been appointed the Author of
the Week of the Book for the year 2021, a hugely celebrated

event to promote Dutch literature. For this occasion, she
has written the novella The Things We Saw which will be
published in a print run of 650.000 copies.
Hanna Bervoets is one of the most acclaimed Dutch authors of her
generation. She is the author of seven novels, screenplays, plays,
short stories and essays. In 2018 Bervoets was a resident at Writers
Omi at Ledig House, New York. Here she worked on her novel,
Welcome of the Kingdom of the Sick: an adventure story on
chronic illness. The book became an instant bestseller in 2019 and
was nominated for several awards. In 2017 Bervoets was granted
the prestigious Frans Kellendonk Prize for her entire body of
works. Her fiction has been translated into German, French and
Turkish. Hanna Bervoets works and lives in Amsterdam, with her
girlfriend and two guinea pigs.
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LILY
A Tale of Revenge
Rose Tremain
‘One of our most accomplished novelists' Observer
‘No writer can inhabit the skin of a historical period and
bring it so pulsatingly alive as Rose Tremain. No one can
break your heart quite like this. In this compassionate,
generous, soaringly beautiful book, Tremain is at the top of
her game. Read and be transported’ Neel Mukherjee

Agent: Caroline Michel
Publisher: Chatto & Windus
Editor: Clara Farmer

Publication: November 2021
Page extent: 288
Rights sold:
French (J Clattes)
German (Suhrkamp)
Hungary (XXI. Szazad)
Italian (Einaudi)
Russian (Eksmo)
Previous publishers:
Netherlands (De Geus)
Romanian (Humanitas)
Turkish (Kultur)
Previous titles:

Music and Silence
The Colour
Islands of Mercy
Japanese co-agent:
The English Agency

“Nobody but she knows that her dream of death is a
rehearsal for what will surely happen to her one
day. Nobody knows yet that she is a murderer. She is seen
as an innocent girl. In one month’s time she will be
seventeen.”
Abandoned at the gates of a London park one winter’s
night in 1850, baby Lily Mortimer is saved by a young
police constable and taken to the London Foundling
Hospital. Lily is fostered by an affectionate farming family in
rural Suffolk, enjoying a brief childhood idyll before she is
returned to the Hospital, where she is punished for her
rebellious spirit. Released into the harsh world of Victorian
London, Lily becomes a favoured employee at Belle
Prettywood’s Wig Emporium, but all the while she is
hiding a dreadful secret…
Across the years, policeman Sam trench keeps watch over
the young woman he once saved. When Sam meets Lily
again, there is an instant attraction between them and Lily is
convinced that Sam holds the key to her happiness – but
might he also be the one to uncover her crime and so
condemn her to death?
Dame Rose Tremain’s novels and short stories have been
published in thirty countries and have won many awards,
including the Orange Prize (The Road Home), the Dylan
Thomas Award (The Colonel's Daughter and Other Stories),
the Whitbread Novel of the Year (Music & Silence), the
James Tait Black Memorial prize (Sacred Country) and the
South Bank Sky Arts Award (The Gustav Sonata). Her most
recent novel is Islands of Mercy. Rose Tremain was made a
CBE in 2007 and a Dame in 2020. She lives in Norfolk and
London with the biographer, Richard Holmes.
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HERE GOES NOTHING
Steve Toltz
Dazzling, hilarious, disturbing and utterly unforgettable new novel from
the author of the Booker Prize and Guardian debut fiction awardshortlisted A Fraction of the Whole.
Praise for Steve Toltz:
'A fat book but very light on its feet, skipping from anecdote, to rant, to
reflection, like a stone skimming across a pond . . . it is brilliant' Guardian
'Sparkling comic writing . . .It gives off the unmistakable whiff of a book
that might just contain the secret of life' Independent
'With tinges of magical realism and buckets of misanthropic humour it's a
clever and funny debut' Observer

Agent: Elizabeth Sheinkman
UK publisher: Sceptre
UK editor: Carole Welch

US publisher: Melville House
US editor: Carl Bromley
Australian publisher: Penguin
Australian editor: Nikki
Christer
Publication: May 2022
Rights sold:
Persian (Nashre-Cheshmeh
Publishing House)
Previous titles:

The Fraction of the Whole
Quicksand
Japanese co-agent:
Japan Uni

“Nobody was ever thinking about me. Now that I’m dead, I dwell on
this kind of thing a lot: how I often made life choices to avoid the
disapproval of those who hadn’t even noticed me standing there; how
I longed to be liked by the very people I disliked in case finding me
objectionable was contagious and would spread throughout the
general population; how—and here’s the sad truth—if all my reversals
of fortune were private, I’d have been mostly fine with them...”
Angus, the narrator, is a reformed bad boy looking forward to the
birth of his first child when he's murdered by a man who's secretly in
love with his wife. She is a sought-after marriage celebrant, who
specialises in giving wedding speeches about what a mistake the
couple are making and predicting it will end in divorce, even if her
own marriage is a happy one.
Having never believed in God, heaven or hell, Angus finds himself
in some kind of limbo - a place that is a disappointingly mundane
replica of the real world, except it's run on dictatorial lines and he's
forced to work in an umbrella factory. He does, however, meet a
rather attractive woman . . . Meanwhile, as he is able to see from
‘above’, his murderer has designs on his wife and a worldwide
pandemic finally reaches the shores of Australia. Which means the
afterlife starts to get very crowded. As Angus looks back on his life
on earth, a story unravels that amuses, provokes, entertains and raises
existential questions about the human condition, itself.

Aussie writer Steve Toltz needs no introduction. He crashed
seemingly out of nowhere onto the literary fiction scene with his
debut novel, A Fraction of the Whole in 2008 (Hamish Hamilton
UK/ Spiegel & Grau US) which was shortlisted for the Booker
Prize as well as the Guardian debut fiction award. The critical
response was amazing – he was compared to the likes of Joseph
Heller, Jonathan Franzen, Dave Eggers, David Foster Wallace and
John Kennedy Toole, among others. The book was translated into
over 20 languages worldwide.
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POD
Laline Paull
From the internationally bestselling and Bailey's Prize
shortlisted author of The Ice and The Bees, published in 15
languages and soon to be adapted by the National Theatre
for a 2022 production
Praise for Laline Paull:
‘Few novels create such a singular reading experience. The
buzz you will hear surrounding this book and its astonishing
author is utterly deserved’ New York Times
Agent: Caroline Michel
Publisher: Corsair
Editor: Olivia Hutcherson
Publication: Spring 2022
Rights sold:
Russian (Eksmo)
Page extent: 215
Previous Publishers:
China (Shanghai Dook)
Taiwan (Marco Polo)
Czech Republic (Prah)
Germany (Klett Cotta)
Italy (Adriano Salani)
Lithuania (Jotema)
Dutch (De Bezige Bij)
Norway (Forlaget)
Poland (Proszyniski Media)
Russia (EXEM)
Taiwan (Marco Polo)
Thai (Legend Books)
Turkey (Marti Yayinlari)
Japan (Hayakawa)
Previous Titles:

The Bees
The Ice

Japanese co-agent:
The English Agency

Laline Paull returns with an immersive and transformative new
novel of an ocean world - its extraordinary creatures, mysteries,
and mythologies - that is increasingly haunted by the cruelty and
ignorance of the human race.
Ea has always felt like an outsider. As a spinner dolphin who has
recently come of age, she's now expected to join in the elaborate
rituals that unite her pod. But Ea suffers from a type of deafness
that means she just can't seem to master spinning. When
catastrophe befalls her family and Ea knows she is partly to blame,
she decides to make the ultimate sacrifice and leave the pod.
As Ea ventures into the vast, she discovers dangers everywhere,
from lurking predators to strange objects floating in the water.
Not to mention the ocean itself seems to be changing: creatures
are mutating, demonic noises pierce the depths, whole species of
fish disappear into the sky above. Just as she is coming to terms
with her solitude, a chance encounter with a group of arrogant
bottlenoses will irrevocably alter the course of her life.
In her terrifying, propulsive novel, Laline Paull explores the true
meaning of family, belonging, sacrifice - the harmony and
tragedy of the pod - within an ocean that is no longer the
sanctuary it once was, and which reflects a world all too
recognizable to our own.

Laline Paull was born in England. Her parents were firstgeneration Indian immigrants. She studied English at Oxford,
screenwriting in Los Angeles, and theatre in London, where
she has had two plays performed at the Royal National
Theatre. She is a member of BAFTA and the Writers’ Guild
of America. Laline lives in the Sussex countryside with her
family.
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THINGS WE DO NOT TELL THE
PEOPLE WE LOVE
Huma Qureshi
'A deft, satisfying and poignant collection of stories which pivot around
a moment of shock or revelation - and challenge the idea that shame
can be unburdened and secrets liberated, by sharing them with others. I
loved it.' Pandora Sykes
"Huma Qureshi writes the inarticulable distances between mothers and
daughters, the consuming ache of longing for someone not yet kissed,
the invisible, irreparable breaches in friendships or between lovers, with
such pitch-perfect precision, such lightness of touch. These are stories
of fierce clarity and tenderness - I loved them." Lucy Caldwell

Agent: Laurie Robertson
Publisher: Sceptre
Editor: Francine Toon
Publication: November 2021
Page extent: 288
Previous titles:

How We Met

A collection about mothers and daughters, children lost,
unborn, grown up, grown apart, and the dissonance
between lovers. It exposes the silences in families and the
parts of ourselves we rarely reveal. A daughter asks her
mother to shut up, only to shut her up for good; an
exhausted wife walks away from the husband who doesn't
understand her; on holiday, lovers no longer understand
each other away from home. The underlying themes of
loneliness, secrets, family and displacement and also the
desire to belong to someone, to some place; a yearning for
love, intertwine these stories.

Things We Do Not Tell The People We Love is
shortlisted for the 2020 SI Leeds Literary Prize, a biennial
prize for unpublished fiction by Black and Asian women,
and three of the stories have been shortlisted individually
in national short story competitions, including The Jam
Maker, which won the 2020 Harper's Bazaar short story
prize and which Bernardine Evaristo described as a
"substantial story about family, loss and belonging,"
praising its "increasingly gorgeous use of language."

Huma Qureshi is an award-winning writer and journalist,
author of In Spite of Oceans (2014) and contributor to The
Best Most Awful Job: Twenty Writers Talk Honestly
About Motherhood (2019). A former Guardian reporter,
she has also written for The Times, The Independent and
The Observer, as well as magazines including Grazia, New
Statesman, Psychologies, gal-dem and The Huffington Post.
In fiction, Huma’s short stories have received prize
recognition, winning the 2020 Harper’s Bazaar Short Story
Prize and coming second in the 2019 Benedict Kiely Short
Story Award. She is now writing her first novel.
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WHAT A SHAME
Abigail Bergstrom
'Absorbing and clever, I fell in love with Mathilda' Cathy

Rentzenbrink

'A glorious new talent has arrived' Emma Gannon
'Full of heart, wit and feeling' Caroline O'Donoghue

'Fizzes with energy, rage and love' Jessica Moor
'A sterling debut . . . Mathilda's chilling but ultimately redemptive
story will stay with me' Laura Jane Williams

Agent: Kate Evans
Publisher: Hodder and
Stoughton
Editor: Lily Cooper
Publication: February 2022
Page Extent: 272

The idea of a curse was divisive, but the assertion that I had, for
some time now, been 'laden with something dark' was
disconcertingly unanimous.
I wondered if this was something you also saw in me, if that was
why you left.
There is something wrong with Mathilda.
She's still reeling from the blow of a gut-punch break up and
grieving the death of a loved one. But that's not it.
She's cried all her tears, mastered her crow pose and thrown out
every last reminder of him. But that's not helping.
Concerned that she isn't moving on, Mathilda's friends push her
towards a series of increasingly unorthodox remedies. Until the
seams of herself begin to come undone.
Tender, unflinching and blisteringly funny, What a Shame glitters
with rage and heartbreak, and offers up the joy of self-acceptance
through an extraordinary rite of passage to overcome the prickly
heat of female shame.
Abigail Bergstrom is a Welsh writer and has written for national
magazines and broadsheets, including ELLE, Sunday Times Style,
the Telegraph and Refinery29. She has worked in publishing for
over a decade, edited some of Britain’s most prominent feminist
voices and built some of today’s biggest book brands. An
intersectional feminist campaigner, she co-founded the campaign
‘This Doesn’t Mean Yes’ which was covered in the media
internationally. She lives in London with her boyfriend and her
Italian Greyhound, Luca. What a Shame is her debut novel.
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THE OPPOSITE OF A PERSON
Lieke Marsman
First novel by Dutch Poet Laureate
‘The Opposite of a Person is a gorgeous book...a stunning blend of

poetry, essay writing and prose. It’s an existentialist, essential story about
the world we live in and explores the complex role and place of us
humans in it.’ Marieke Lucas Rijneveld, International Booker Finalist
and author of The Discomfort of Evenings

‘For such a young writer, Marsman is a strong and consistent stylist. Her
sentences are so clearly her own. Her readiness to experiment with form
makes this an audacious novel, distinct from the work of many of her
contemporaries. Ample proof that Marsman is more than a gifted poet.’

Het Parool

Agent: Lisette Verhagen
Dutch Publisher: Atlas
Contact
UK publisher: Daunt Books
UK editor: Marigold Atkey
UK publication: April 2022
Page extent: 175
Rights sold:
France (Rue Echiquier)
Material:
Dutch pdf,
Full French translation,
Full edited English
translation

‘A surprisingly playful novel, ideologically committed, an edifice of ideas
both pessimistic and optimistic. Every page is engaging and the tone is
remarkably consistent despite the abundance of stylistic variation. In
addition to all this it manages to remain a highly topical novel.’ Joost de
Vries, De Groene Amsterdammer

If people were evil, and I wished to be good, then I had to make sure
that I was the opposite of a person.
When Ida, a Dutch climatologist, accepts an internship at a climate
research institute in the Italian Alps, it means leaving her girlfriend
Robin behind in Amsterdam. As she and her new colleagues prepare to
demolish a decommissioned hydropower dam, Ida finds herself
grappling with love, loneliness and her place in a society unwilling to
confront global warming.
A bone-dry, unflinchingly honest narrative of vulnerability, longing
and introspection is disrupted by essays, poems and a chorus of
quotations, creating an incisive, witty and devastatingly smart portrait
of how we live now. Distilling all our contemporary fears, Marsman
examines what we must face head on if we – individuals, humanity, the
world – are to survive. And she asks us: if we are to survive, what is
our impetus? For what are we fighting?
Startlingly unique, timely and ultimately deeply moving, The Opposite
of a Person is a dazzling tour-de-force, a poignant love story and an
urgent, unforgettable call to arms.
Lieke Marsman (1990) is considered one of the greatest new voices in Dutch
literature and is the current Poet Laureate of the Netherlands. She published
her first poetry volume (Things That I Tell Myself ) in 2010 when she was
only twenty years old, and promptly won three poetry prizes. In 2018 Lieke
was diagnosed with bone cancer. In the months following the diagnosis she
wrote The Following Scan Will Last Five Minutes, which was translated
into English by poet Sophie Collins. The Opposite of a Person is her first
novel and was shortlisted for the ECI Literature Prize.
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UNGRATEFUL
Angela Chadwick
Author of ‘XX’: Winner of the Polari First Book Prize 2019
Cat knows she should be more grateful for James. As a
young woman struggling to care for her alcoholic mother,
he whisked her away from her council estate home and
offered her a taste of middleclass comfort. Yet, as she nears
forty, Cat has an aching desire to make something of herself
independently, starting with a return to education. She feels
irredeemably marred by her childhood experiences of
violence and depravity and can’t shake a creeping suspicion
that James in some way enjoys her dependency.
Agent: Cara Lee Simpson
UK publisher: Dialogue Books
UK editor: Sharmaine
Lovegrove
Publication: June 2022
Previous publishers:
German (Atrium)
Korean (Hans Media)
Turkey (April)
Previous titles:

XX

Japanese co-agent:
Tuttle-Mori

At an open day at Portsmouth University, Cat finds herself
standing before the boyfriend of her teenage years, Daniel,
now a lecturer on the civil rights movement. As their
romance rekindles and they embark on an affair, Cat
believes that he can in some way help her reconnect with
the drive and optimism of her younger self. Daniel, now
married, also feels his old vigour for social justice returning,
but feels increasingly guilty about betraying his wife and
children.
Cat has always been worried about a violence inside of her:
a product, she feels, of her origins. As she attempts to forge
a more meaningful life which would see her using her
talents to help others, she is repeatedly pulled back into the
cycles of abuse and inertia that defined her upbringing. As
her relationships with both James and Daniel grow
increasingly strained, she is forced to ask herself: is it ever ok
to hurt people, if doing so can undo some of the wrongs
that have been imposed on you?

Angela Chadwick is a former journalist who works in higher
education communications. Her debut novel XX was
released by Dialogue Books in October 2018 and was named
a Guardian book of the year. In 2019 it won the Polari First
Book Prize.
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I’LL BE THE MONSTER
Sean David Gilbert
After years of secrecy and self-control, a murderous husband
and wife have managed to move on. Projecting the
appearance of the perfect couple, they have achieved a
precarious balance, grounding their lives in domestic
routine which keeps their more threatening impulses at bay.
However, recently the wife has begun to pull away and her
partner senses an internal reckoning taking place. Desperate
to hold onto her, he plans a trip back to the Middle East in
hopes of rekindling the romance of their earlier days, but
there he unlocks far more than he bargained for.
Agent: Cara Lee Simpson
On submission Autumn 2021

Japanese co-agent:
Japan Uni

Two days into the trip, while touring Jerusalem, they
encounter Benny, an old university acquaintance. Benny is
volunteering at a school on the West Bank and finds himself
at a loose end between assignments. After a few polite
skirmishes, the couple grudgingly agree to host him.
Initially, Benny is little more than an irritant; he misreads
social cues and happily intrudes on all aspects of their
holiday. With time, however, his company takes on darker
significance, revealing a long-lost connection with their
past, and as their tour takes them towards the Dead Sea, a
deadly game of cat and mouse ensues.

Sean David Gilbert studied English at Cambridge
University before completing his masters at UEA’s
Creative Writing Programme. He has had pieces published
in Time Out, Metro, Theatre Full Stop and The Holborn,
where he was a Cultural Editor. His short fiction has also
appeared in Storgy, Short Fiction Journal and Litro
Magazine. Last summer he was placed on Penguin’s
WriteNow programme. I'll Be The Monster is his début
novel.
12
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THE YELLOW KITCHEN
Margaux Vialleron
‘A threesome always leaves one’s soul feeling less loved, a

bitter comparison’

London E17, 2019, a yellow kitchen stands as a metaphor
for the lifelong friendship between three women: Claude,
the earnest baker, fragile and goal-orientated Sophie and
stubborn and political Giulia. They have the best kind of
friendship, chasing life and careers; dating, dreaming and
consuming but always returning to be reunited in the
yellow kitchen.

Publisher: Simon & Schuster

That is, until a trip to Lisbon unravels unexplored desires
and they suddenly find themselves in a ménage-à-trois.
Having sex is one action, waking up the day after is the
beginning of something new.

Editor: Clare Hey

The Yellow Kitchen is a seasonal novel set in 2019. It is a

Agent: Kirsty McLachlan

Publication: July 2022

hymn to the last year of London as we knew it, recalling
how fast we consumed the city and how much it consumed
us back. But it is also a celebration of all things
international, the culture, the food and the rhythms we live
by. Exploring the complexities of female friendship and
body experiences, it is a love letter to womanhood as well
as being a novel that portrays sisterhood and motherhood in
the plural shapes they form.

Margaux was born in Paris in 1993. She studied for her
degree in Comparative Literature in Montréal, Canada and
moved to London in 2015. Since then she’s lived and
cooked in five kitchens, including one with salmon pink
walls, which gave her the name for the supper club she hosts.
This place - geographically, emotionally and politically inspired her to write The Yellow Kitchen, a novel about
love and friendship; about performing identity; about the joy
of cooking and feeding both body and mind.
13
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HAMMERHEAD
Kira McPherson
After a traumatic childhood, Sam is struggling to find her
place while studying law at a prestigious university. There
are so many parts of her that don’t seem to fit—her family
doesn’t understand her new life, and her new friends don’t
know the secrets she carries with her: the sudden death of
her father, her brother’s trouble with the law, and her sense
that she feels things for other girls in a way that makes her
different.

Agent: Cara Lee Simpson
On submission Autumn 2021

But at a gathering hosted by her lecturer, Anselm, Sam
meets Julia, his charming wife and a senior associate at a
corporate law firm. Sam is drawn to Julia and pursues her to
become her mentor as part of a programme for aspiring
lawyers. The intimacy of their relationship begins to
provide a way for Sam to understand who she is, and who
she wants to become. With time, however, this unspools
into a dynamic of mutual preoccupation and boundary
crossing, as both try to navigate their feelings for one
another, the appropriateness of their relationship and where
it might be heading.

Kira McPherson is originally from Western Australian and
has lived in London since 2013, where she works in politics
and research for film and TV. Her short stories have been
published in Westerly and the Stockholm Review of
Literature. She was a recipient of a 2018 London Writers
Award, highly commended in the 2018 Spread the Word
London Short Story Prize, shortlisted for the 2017 London
Magazine Essay Competition and longlisted for the 2017
Exeter Writers Short Story Competition. Hammerhead is her
first novel.
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BEFORE YOU KNEW MY NAME
Jacqueline Bublitz
Number 1 Bestseller in Australia
‘An exquisitely written, absolutely devastating novel, which gives a
voice to all the women who never made it home.’ Red
‘The most wonderful book. Unusual, beautiful, feminist, gripping,
deserves to win prizes. I loved it so much.’ Marian Keyes
‘A brave and timely novel which will fuel the debate on women's
rights to walk safely through our streets. I raced through the pages,
anxious for resolution, yet at the same time not wanting this
beautiful writing to finish.’ Clare Mackintosh, author of I Let You
Go
Agent: Cara Lee Simpson
Australia and New Zealand:
Allen & Unwin, Jane
Palfreyman
UK publisher: Sphere
UK editor: Darcy Nicholson
US publisher: Simon and
Schuster
US editor: Emily Bestler
Publication: July 2021
Rights sold:
Croatia (Znanje)
Dutch (Nieuw Amsterdam)
Korean (Balgunsesang)
Polish (Prószyński Media)
Portuguese Brazil (Faro)
Russia (AST)

Japanese co-agent:
Tuttle-Mori

This is not just another novel about a dead girl.
When she arrived in New York on her 18th birthday
carrying nothing but $600 cash and a stolen camera, Alice
was looking for a fresh start. Now, just one month later, she
is the city's latest Jane Doe, an unidentified murder victim.
Ruby Jones is also trying to start over; she travelled halfway
around the world only to find herself lonelier than ever.
Until she finds Alice Lee's body by the Hudson River.
From this first, devastating encounter, the two women form
an unbreakable bond. Alice is sure that Ruby is the key to
solving the mystery of her life - and death. And Ruby struggling to forget what she saw that morning - finds
herself unable to let Alice go. Not until she is given the
ending she deserves.

Before You Knew My Name doesn't ask whodunnit.
Instead, this novel asks: Who was she? And what did she
leave behind? The answers might surprise you.

Jacqueline Bublitz is a writer, feminist, and arachnophobe
who lives between Melbourne, Australia, and her home
town in New Zealand. Her best-selling debut novel Before
You Knew My Name was written after spending a summer
in New York, and she is now working on her second
novel, where she continues to explore the grand themes of
love, loss and connection.
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LAST TIME WE MET
Emily Houghton
One promise.
Two decades.
Can they still keep their word?
Aged 13 Fin and Eleanor were the best of friends, making a
list of promises to one another:
•
•
•

Agent: Sarah Hornsley
Publisher: Transworld PRH
Editor: Sally Williamson
Publication: May 2022
Previous publishers:
Brazil (Verus Editora)
Bulgaria (Ciela Norma)
Czech (Albatros Media)
Germany (Heyne)
Israel (Yedioth Books)
Italy (Sperling & Kupfer Editori)
Polish (Albatros Poland)
Russia (AST)
Serbian (Vulkan)
Spanish (Ediciones Urano)

•
•
•

Finish high school.
Attend the same university (different courses
allowed but ideally the same number of years.)
Move to London after graduation and rent a
flat.
Never live more than 20 minutes from each
other.
Get married if they’re both single and lonely
aged 35.
To always be there for each other.

Twenty-one years later, their lives haven’t exactly gone to
plan - they’re living thousands of miles away from each
other and they haven’t spoken in fifteen years. So when
they meet again, aged 34 and both newly single, there’s no
way their pact is still going to stand. Is there?

Previous titles:

Before I Saw You
Japanese co-agent:
Japan Uni

Emily Houghton’s debut novel, BEFORE I SAW YOU,
was published by Transworld, PRH in the UK in January
2021 and by Simon & Schuster in the US.
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THE BEST FRIEND
Jessica Fellowes
Hotly-anticipated new novel from internationally bestselling
author of The Mitford Murders Series and the New York
Times bestselling Downton Abbey books.
Praise for Jessica Fellowes:

A lively, well-written, entertaining whodunit ― The Times
An extraordinary meld of fact and fiction ― Graham Norton

Agent: Caroline Michel
UK publisher: Little, Brown
UK editor: Ed Wood
US publisher: St. Martin’s Press
US editor: Catherine Richards
Publication: June 2022
Rights sold:
Italian (Mondadori) 2021
Previous publishers:
Brazil (Record)
French (JC Lattes)
Greece (Dioptra)
Czech (Euromedia)
Spanish (Roca)
German (Regine Schmidt)
Estonian (Varrak)
Norway (Gyldendal
Finnish (Otava)
Swedish (Polaris)
Previous titles:

The Mitford Murders
The World of Downtown
Abbey
Mud and the City

True and glorious indulgence. A dazzling example of a
golden age mystery. ― Daisy Goodwin

The Best Friend explores the friendship between two
women, Bella and Kate, from six to eighty-two: how it
changes and challenges them, and the relationships around
them. In spite of their intimacy, their trust is fragile.

Deliberately set in a timeless place and without reference to
any specific geographical location, the focus is entirely on
the women and Bella’s internal thoughts. The writing form
is original: pure dialogue intersperses the prose chapters.
Small girls and women pursue the perfect ‘best friend’ with
as much ardour as they desire romance in their youth. It is a
relationship that is just as dependent on, and vulnerable to,
our perceptions of status and success.
When we reach old age, do we finally understand what
matters, or do we return to the start?

Jessica Fellowes is an author, journalist and public speaker.
Her career began at the Mail on Sunday, where she was a
celebrity interviewer, gossip columnist and lifestyle editor for
some six years. From there, she went on to be Deputy Editor
of Country Life magazine, during which time she wrote the
magazine’s weekly Town Mouse column as well as a
townie’s guide to country weekends for The London Paper.
The latter formed the basis of her first book, ‘Mud & the
City: Dos and Don’ts for Townies in the Country‘.
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LAST ONE AT THE PARTY
Bethany Clift
'I adored this book . . . It's about who you are with nobody to witness
you, what it means to be human, and how to live' Gillian McAllister
'Sharp, funny, emotional and a refreshingly different take on a postapocalyptic world' Lisa Hall
'A fresh, frank, funny and surprisingly uplifting book about the end of the
world' Elizabeth Kay

THE END OF EVERYTHING WAS HER BEGINNING
It's December 2023 and the world as we know it has ended.

Agent: Cara Lee Simpson

The human race has been wiped out by a virus called 6DM
('Six Days Maximum' - the longest you've got before your
body destroys itself).

UK publisher: Hodder
UK editor: Kimberley Atkins
US publisher: Mobius Books
Publication: February 2021
Page extent: 368
Rights sold:
Estonian (Rahva Raamat)
Film & Television (Scott Free
Films)
French (Flammarion)
German (Heyne Verlag / Penguin
Randon House Germany)
Italian (HarperCollins Italy)
Polish (Rebis)
Spanish (Roca Editorial)
Swedish (Modernista)
Turkish (İthaki Publishing)

Japanese co-agent:
Tuttle-Mori

But somehow, in London, one woman is still alive. A
woman who has spent her whole life compromising what
she wants, hiding how she feels and desperately trying to fit
in. A woman who is entirely unprepared to face a future on
her own.
Now, with only an abandoned golden retriever for
company, she must travel through burning cities, avoiding
rotting corpses and ravenous rats on a final journey to
discover if she really is the last surviving person on earth.
And with no one else to live for, who will she become now
that she's completely alone?

Bethany Clift is a graduate of the Northern Film School, the
producer of low-budget British horror film Heretic, and the
Director of her own production company, Saber
Productions. Her debut novel, Last One at the Party, was
published by Hodder & Stoughton in 2021 and the
television rights have been optioned by Scott Free Films. She
is currently working on her second novel which is about
love and quantum computing, and is also finishing a horrorcomedy movie script about a group of women on a hen
night.
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THE IMPERFECT ART OF CARING
Jessica Ryn
One small act can make a big difference
Violet Strong is strong by name but not by nature, or so she
thinks. She listens but never talks about herself. She’s
friendly but doesn’t have many real friends. She’s become
good at keeping people at a distance ever since she left
home at eighteen and never looked back.

Agent: Sarah Hornsley
Publisher: HQ, HarperCollins
Editor: Sarah Seaman
Publication: November 2021
Page extent: 400
Previous titles:

The Extraordinary Hope of
Dawn Brightside

But when Violet is forced to return home to care for her
estranged mother Glenys, she quickly finds out that life as a
carer isn’t easy. Feeling overwhelmed, she’s forced to turn
to the other local carers, including childhood friend Adam,
for help. Although returning home still feels like a mistake,
maybe it will help Violet right some wrongs. After all, she
can’t keep running from her past forever, and in learning to
look after others, perhaps Violet can start to finally love
herself.

Quirky, hopeful commercial fiction with huge book club
appeal, this is a book that delights and surprises with every
turn. With a charming cast of marginalized characters and
themes of homelessness, grief, friendship and community,
it’s perfect for our choppy times but also wonderfully
timeless.

Japanese co-agent:
Japan Uni

Jessica Ryn has worked for many years in the homelessness
sector, supporting people with mental health and substance
misuse issues as well as being a qualified midwife. Her debut,
The Extraordinary Hope of Dawn Brightside was published
by HQ, HarperCollins in May 2020.
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I WILL SAY YOUR NAME
Anstey Harris
Judith (70) has set up her own Mending Shop in memory of
her late partner. A project founded on the belief that each
time an item is mended in the shop, for every break that is
fixed, the item is stronger, more valuable, for having gained
another story. It is an idea that has kept Judith’s broken
heart carefully pieced together for the past 50 years.

Agent: Sarah Hornsley
Publisher: Amazon
Editor: Victoria Oundjian
Publication: January 2023
Previous publishers:
Czech (Pavel Dobrovsky—
BETA)
Dutch (Nieuw Amsterdam)
German (Ullstein Buchverlage
GMBH)
Hungarian (Pioneer Books
Publishing Co)
Italian (Sperling & Kupfer
Editori S.p.A)
Polish (Wydawmoctwp Czarna
Owca)
Spanish (Ediciones Urano)

But when James (76) unexpectedly walks through the door
of her Mending Shop, the cracks of Judith’s heart are
splintered wide open. James thinks he has come back into
Judith’s life to apologise for leaving her all those years ago.
But the truth is that Judith wasn’t alone. She was pregnant.
And her broken heart isn’t for the absence of James, it is for
her baby daughter.
Forced to give birth in an Unmarried Mothers’ Home,
Judith had no choice but to give her daughter up for
adoption in the knowledge that she would never see her
again.
Now, 50 years later, Judith is forced to re-examine their
past, the lies that were told and the things left unsaid. Can
she forgive James? And can they find their daughter?

Previous titles:

The Truths and Triumphs of
Grace Atherton
Where We Belong
Japanese co-agent:
Japan Uni

Anstey Harris lives in Kent, UK and her bestselling debut
The Truths and Triumphs of Grace Atherton was published
by Simon & Schuster in the UK in January 2019. The Truths
and Triumphs of Grace Atherton went on to be a Richard &
Judy Summer Pick 2019 and won The Sapere Books Popular
Fiction Award 2020. Harris’s second novel, Where We
Belong, published in May 2020.
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THE GIRL IN THE MAZE
Cathy Hayward
Longlisted for the Grindstone Literary Prize 2020
'From its perilous opening line Cathy Hayward’s debut novel pulls us into an
evocative narrative of suppressed emotions, missed chances and shifting
loyalties. Her rich and moving prose both haunts and intrigues' Rosie Chard,
author of The Insistent Garden
'a multi-layered haunting history, powerful because it’s just so close to all of
our lives.' Fiona Perrin, author of How to Not Get Divorced
'packed with mystery and intrigue and peopled with such real, flawed
characters I felt like they might walk off the page.' Laura Pearson, author of I

Wanted You to Know

'Moving, sometimes shocking, and always compelling' Justine Bothwick,
author of In the Mirror, a Peacock Danced

Agent: Samantha Brace
Publisher: Agora Books
Editor: Samantha Brace
Publication: November 2021
Page Extent: 336

Traversing three generations of women torn apart by family
trauma, The Girl in the Maze explores the complex relationship and
challenges involved in both mothering and being mothered.

‘I would caution you against delving into the past. The past is often
best left exactly where it is.’
Emma Bowen has never had a close relationship with her mother,
barely speaking with her in the last years of her life. But after her
mother’s death, Emma finds something that might just explain the
distance between them.
Discovering letters between her mother and grandmother, it seems
to Emma that her mother has always been difficult.
As she searches for answers about her own childhood, Emma is
drawn into the mystery of her mother’s enigmatic life. The more she
finds, the more lost she feels, but Emma is determined to uncover
her mother’s past, and the secrets held within it, whatever the cost.
An enthralling story of three women, generations apart, linked by one
terrible tragedy.
Cathy Hayward trained as a journalist and edited a variety of trade
publications. She then moved into the world of PR and set up an awardwinning communications agency. Devastated and inspired in equal
measure by the death of her parents in quick succession, Cathy
completed The Creative Writing Programme with New Writing South
out of which emerged her debut novel The Girl in the Maze about the
experience of mothering and being mothered. It won Agora Books’ Lost
the Plot Work in Progress Prize 2020 and was longlisted for the
Grindstone Literary Prize 2020. When she’s not writing (or reading) in
her local library, Cathy loves pottering in second-hand bookshops, hiking
and wild camping. She lives in Brighton – sandwiched between the
Downs and the sea – with her husband, three children, and two rescue
cats – one of whom thinks he’s a dog.
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THIS WAY OUT
Tufayel Ahmed
A bold and witty commercial fiction novel exploring love,
race, sexuality, mental health, and the ties of family and
friendship in contemporary multicultural Britain.
It follows its unforgettable protagonist Amar, a young gay,
British South Asian man, after he comes out to his family and
navigates his relationship with his white boyfriend, Joshua.
Think Bridget Jones meets Queenie by Candice CartyWilliams.
Amar has kept his sexuality a secret for 28 years, when he
impulsively announces to his conservative Muslim family
over Whatsapp that he is gay... and about to get married.
Agent: Cara Lee Simpson
Publisher: Lake Union/Amazon
Publishing
Editor: Victoria Oundjian
Publication date: July 2022

Being gay is already at odds with the religious and cultural
traditions of his second-generation Bangladeshi British
family, and what makes matters even more complicated is
that his partner Joshua is white. In the aftermath of this
bombshell, Amar prepares himself for who in his family will
accept his true identity, but he isn’t prepared for a whole
host of other problems that this brings out.
Amar is funny and self-deprecating, but he has also spent a
lifetime minimising feelings of shame and humiliation that
stem from his experiences of homophobia and racial
prejudice, as well as burying his grief over his mother’s
death. As he navigates whether his sexuality can co-exist
with his religion, his family’s beliefs and the memory of his
mother, Amar also faces up to the fact that he and Joshua
have some unaddressed issues.
With the support of his fiercely loyal friends and his new
therapist, Fiona, Amar will see whether he can reconcile
these different parts of his identity and live his life the way
he deserves.

Tufayel Ahmed is a journalist, lecturer and author born and
raised in East London. He is the author of the forthcoming
novel, This Way Out, publishing in July 2022, and is
currently writing a second novel. His works centre bold and
diverse characters from South Asian, Muslim and LGBTQ
backgrounds and encompass themes of love, family, cultural
difference and privilege.
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NIGHT OF DEMONS & SAINTS
Menna van Praag
All Hallows’ Eve meets All Saints’ Day in critically acclaimed
author Menna van Praag’s mesmerizing second book
featuring the Sisters Grimm—a dark, contemporary fantasy
that skillfully blends love, obsession, and dark magic.
After the battle with their demon father ends in a
devastating loss, the Grimm sisters are separated. But, now
three years later, as their twenty-first birthday approaches,
dark fate brings them together once more.

Agent: Laurie Robertson
Publisher: Transworld
Editor: Simon Thorogood
Publication: February 2022

Previous publishers:
Arabic (Dar al-Farouq)
Chinese (complex) World Vision
Publishing Co.
Chinese (simplified) Jinghua
Publishing House
Croatian (NAR)
Czech (Synergie)
Dutch (Archipel)
French (AdA Editions)
German (Goldmann)
Italian (Newton Compton)
Japanese (Kodansha)
Macedonian (Matica)
Norwegian (Silke)
Persian (Alburz)
Portuguese (Quinta Essencia)
Slovene (Karantanija)
Turkish (Marka)

For Goldie, this birthday is overshadowed by sorrow. She
cannot forget the outcome of that battle, the devastating
tragedy that has wreaked havoc on her already turbulent
waking life. While her sisters have thrown themselves into
their own endeavours, Goldie has grown distant and
inconsolable. Driven by grief, she devises a diabolical plan
using a human sacrifice to resurrect what she has lost.
When Liyana unexpectedly discovers what Goldie intends
to do, she agrees to help if Goldie will try another way,
without sacrificing a life. Returning to Everwhere, they
combine their powerful magic to bring back what Goldie
has lost. But something goes terribly wrong, and Scarlet is
showing signs of being possessed by an evil spirit.
With their lives at stake, the sisters realize they must
confront their personal trauma, make amends with the past,
and once again prepare for a demonic fight to come.
On the night of their birthday, battle ensues . . . and tragedy
strikes once more.

Previous titles:

The Sisters Grimm
Men Money and Chocolate
Japanese co-agent:
Japan Uni

Menna van Praag is the author of eight novels. Her first, Men,
Money & Chocolate (Hay House, 2009), has sold in twentysix territories. The Sisters Grimm, the first in a fantasy trilogy
(Transworld, 2020) was chosen as fantasy book of the month
by The Guardian, calling it “an intensely poetic narrative of
empowerment and self-realisation.”
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THE HOUSE OF MORVOREN
Elena Casas-Montañez
*Shortlisted for the Lucy Cavendish Prize 2021*

‘I had never spent the night at Morvoren without her. Her
presence filled it. Her smell was everywhere - musk, and
vanilla, and salt water. One part bakery and two ocean.
Perhaps she had just brought me here to fill the silence, and
the house was waiting for me to go.’

Agent: Lisette Verhagen
On submission Autumn
2021

Jamie, an attractive young surfer and failed filmmaker, and
his wife, the older free-spirited former actress Caroline, live
a remote and quiet life in The House of Morvoren, a slate
house on a cliff in Cornwall. The house, named after a
Cornish myth about a mermaid who dragged her lover
under the sea, was bought years ago by Caroline’s exhusband Jonathan.
Jonathan, an acclaimed film director, went missing fifteen
years ago, and is believed to be dead. However, at
Morvoren strange things start to happen, and the longer
Jamie watches his wife, observing her through the lens of
his camera, the more he starts to believe the house breathes
Jonathan’s spirit. Jamie, haunted by his obsession with a
dead man he can’t live up to and fueled by jealousy,
unravels the story of his wife’s first marriage and her time
in an Indian ashram. Slowly he discovers that Jonathan is
the least of Caroline’s secrets.

The

House of Morvoren is a gender-reversed
contemporary Rebecca about male jealousy. Can we every
truly know our partners and is it possible to leave our past
behind? The House of Morvoren will appeal to readers of
Sarah Water’s The Little Stranger and Andrew Michael
Hurley’s The Loney.
Elena Casas-Montañez is a journalist and broadcaster. The
House of Morvoren was recently shortlisted for the
Lucy Cavendish Prize 2021. Elena has been a foreign
correspondent based in Paris, Brussels, Rome and Latin
America, and her work has taken her everywhere from
refugee camps in the Greek islands to conflict zones in
Ukraine to the back of Hugo Chavez’s campaign bus. She
speaks six languages and is currently based in South-London.
The House of Morvoren is her first novel.
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THE WATERS OF SALVATION
A Canon Clement Mystery
The Reverend Richard Coles
A delicious murder mystery for fans of Richard Osman
from Rev Richard Coles, one of Britain’s highest profile
broadcasters.
Canon Daniel Clement is Rector of Champton, a charming
and typical English village.

Agent: Tim Bates
Publisher: W&N
Editor: Jenny Lord/Fede
Andornino
Publication: 2022
Previous titles:

The Madness of Grief

Everything is calm and peaceful until Canon Clement
announces a plan to install a lavatory in the village church.
This is long overdue, he thinks, and so does Bernard de
Floures, lord of the manor, but the announcement goes
down badly with the parish. Firm opposition comes from
Mrs Harper and Mrs Dollinger of the Flower Guild, who
are habitual opposers of change, alongside many of the other
villagers, who do not like the thought of matters lavatorial
in church.
Very quickly faultlines develop and the calm of the
Champton community is disturbed for ever.
Matters take a turn for the worse when the parish archivist
is stabbed in the neck with a pair of secateurs in the church
- murder one.
Police are called, but the murder, which seems motiveless a random violent act in a quiet village - makes no sense.
Can Canon Clement solve the mystery before the murderer
strikes again …?

The Waters of Salvation is the first in a new cosy crime
series featuring Canon Daniel Clement. The next two
books in the series are due in 2023 and 2024.
The Reverend Richard Coles is an English musician, writer,
Church of England priest, and co-presenter of Saturday Live on
BBC Radio 4. He read Theology at King’s College London, and
after ordination worked as a curate in Lincolnshire, then in central
London, before coming to Finedon in Northamptonshire, where
is Vicar. He was the multi-instrumentalist who partnered Jimmy
Somerville in the 1980s band the Communards, which achieved
three Top Ten hits, including the Number 1 record and bestselling single of 1986, a club/dance version of “Don’t Leave Me
This Way”.
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SUSPECTS
Lesley Pearse
From the #1 Sunday Times bestseller author
Welcome to Willow Close, where everyone is a suspect . . .
On the day Nina and Conrad Best move into their new
home in picture-perfect Willow Close a body is discovered.
Hurrying inside with their belongings, they see horrified
neighbours gather by the police cordon - one of the residents
has been attacked and brutally killed in the woods.

Agent: Tim Bates
Publisher: Michael Joseph
Editor: Louise Moore
Publication: June 2021
Page extent: 400
Rights sold:
Hungary (GABO)
Previous publishers:
Brazil (Sextante)
Bulgaria (Hermes)
Croatia (Mozaic)
Czech Republic (Moba)
Denmark (Borgen)
France (Editions Leduc.s)
Germany (Luebbe)
Greece (Minoas)
Israel (Ivrit)
Italy (Mondadori)
Korea (Tornado)
Latvia (Zvaigzne)
Netherlands (Meulenhoff
Boekerij, Van Buuren)
Norway (Cappelen Damm)
Poland (Vizja Press)
Portugal (Leya)
Russia (Family Leisure Club)
Serbia (Laguna)
Spain (Circulo de Lectores)
Turkey (Epsilon)
Japanese co-agent:
Japan Uni

Believing someone must have seen the murderer, the police
interview all the residents of the Close. They soon find out
that each neighbour harbours their own secrets.
The residents of Willow Close are far from what they
initially seem and strange, even dark, things happen behind
their closed doors.

Nina and Conrad had thought they'd found their dream
neighbourhood. But have they moved into a nightmare?
Welcome to Willow Close: where you'll fit right in . . .

Lesley Pearse is renowned for her storytelling and for
creating characters that are impossible to forget. Many of
her recent books, including Gypsy, Faith and Hope, have
been #1 bestsellers and her books have been translated
into 20 languages.
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THE WORLD OF LEN DEIGHTON
World famous master of the spy novel and author of The Ipcress
File.
‘The poet of the spy novel.’ The Sunday Times

‘The coolest, funkiest, most sophisticated things we'd ever read.’
Max Hastings

‘Sharp, witty and sour, like Raymond Chandler adapted to
British gloom and the multiple betrayals of the private spy.’ The

Observer
Agent: Tim Bates
Publisher: Penguin
Editor: Simon Winder
Fiction Titles: 26

Along with Ian Fleming and John Le Carre, Len Deighton is
considered to be one of the greatest spy novelists of all time.
His internationally bestselling novels broke the mould of
thriller writing and have become modern classics; as
compelling, relevant and suspenseful now as when they were
first published.

Non-Fiction Titles: 16

Len Deighton’s most famous novels include:

Film Adaptations: 6

-The Ipcress File and Funeral in Berlin: adapted into the genredefining Harry Palmer films that launched the career of Sir
Michael Caine.

Japanese co-agent:
Japan Uni

-Bomber : the classic World War Two novel about a single
bombing raid over Germany.
- The Bernard Samson trilogies: including Berlin Game,
Mexico Set and London Match; an epic sequence of 10 novels.
- SS-GB: alternative history in which the Nazis successfully
conquered Britain in World War Two; adapted by the BBC
into a television series staring Sam Riley in 2017.
Alongside his fearless thrillers, Len Deighton is also an
accomplished military historian, cookery writer and graphic
artist.
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THE FAMILY MAN
Kimberley Chambers
The epic new thriller from the No.1 bestselling Queen of
Gangland crime!
Meet Kenny Bond. A murderer. A good family man.
After doing a long stretch for the killing of a copper, Kenny
is out and ready to get back to normal life. And he’s got a
lot of time to make up for. His wife Sharon is the apple of
his eye, and his son Donny has done his best to run things.
But he’s not made for the life.

Agent: Tim Bates
Publisher: HarperCollins
Editor: Kimberley Young

Meet the Bond Family. Not to be messed with….
The Bond blood runs strong. Kenny’s grandsons Beau and
Brett have had some hard knocks in their young lives, and
have come out stronger. Stronger than even Kenny can
dream of. The twins wear the Bond family name proudly.
And will cause havoc on anyone who dares stand in their
way. Even if that means their own family…

Publication: September 2021
Pages: 496
Previous publishers:
Lithuania (Jotema)
Russia (AST)
Previous titles:

The Schemer
The Wronged
The Trap
Queenie
Japanese co-agent:
Tuttle-Mori

Kimberley Chambers is the Sunday Times Number One
Best-Selling author of eleven novels, including the hugely
successful ‘Butlers Series’ and ‘The Mitchell/O’Hara Saga’.
Her novels are set in the gritty underworld of the East End/
Essex. Her distinctive style, full of humour, warmth and
violence has developed a loyal and growing fan base. She has
been hailed as ‘the next Martina Cole’.
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THE OLD ENEMY
Henry Porter
‘At once an up-to-the-minute political novel about an
emergent
second
Cold
War,
a
timeless,
ripping, espionage yarn and a continuation of the lives
of characters who become richer with each appearance.
An impressive achievement and, as ever with Porter, told
in an addictive blend of tangy dialogue and polished
prose’ Sunday Times Thriller of the Month
A new heart-stopping international spy thriller from
'espionage master' Henry Porter, starring ex-MI6 officer
Paul Samson.
Agent: Annabel Merullo
UK publisher: Quercus
UK editor: Jane Wood
US publisher: Grove Atlantic
US editor: Morgan Entrekin
Publication: April 2021
Previous publishers:
Romania (Rao)
Japanese co-agent:
Japan Uni

Ex-MI6 officer Paul Samson has been tasked with
secretly guarding a gifted young woman, Zoe
Freemantle. He is just beginning to tire of the job when
he is attacked in the street by a freakish looking
knifeman. It's clear the target is on his back not hers.
What he doesn't know is who put it there.
At that moment, his mentor, the MI6 legend Robert
Harland lies dead on a remote stretch of the Baltic
coastline. Who needed to end the old spy's life when he
was, in any case, dying from a terminal illness? And
what or who is Berlin Blue, the name scratched in the
sketchbook beside his body?
A few hours later, Samson watches footage from the US
Congress where billionaire philanthropist Denis Hisami
is poisoned with a nerve agent while testifying - an
attack that is as spectacular as it is lethal, but spares
Anastasia Hisami, the love of Samson's life.

Henry Porter has spent most of his career as a journalist,
during which time he has covered such historic stories as the
Fall of the Berlin Wall, the Bosnian Civil War, and, more
recently, the migrant crisis in Europe. All have inspired
novels – the Berlin Wall prompted Brandenburg, Bosnia
produced A Spy’s life and the trek into Europe of hundreds
of thousands of people fleeing the war in Syria is the genesis
for Firefly.
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FOREIGN BODIES
Pandemics,Vaccines and the Health of Nations
Simon Schama
Foreign Bodies: Pandemics, Vaccines and the Health of
Nations is a big narrative history set in India, Japan and

Agent: Caroline Michel

China as well as in Europe; in the slums of Kolkata and
Mumbai; in the laboratories of Tokyo and the plague
isolation ships of Hong Kong. It is a history of extraordinary
figures: Adrien Proust, Elie Metchnikoff the "founder" of
immunology; his most brilliant student Waldemar Haffkine,
an epically heroic figure; the creator of vaccines against
cholera and bubonic plague (still an immense and mortal
threat well into the 20th century) who had to endure a
brutal miscarriage of justice and the breaking of his career
when accused of carelessly contaminating a batch of
vaccines used in the Punjab in 1902.

UK publisher: Simon &
Schuster
UK editor: Holly Harris
US publisher: Houghton
Mifflin
Publication: Autumn 2022
Rights sold:
Chinese, complex (Linking)
Dutch (Atlas Contact)
Greek (Metaixmio)
Hungarian (Helikon)
Portuguese, Portugal (Temas
e Debates)
Portuguese, Brazil
(Companhia das Letras)
Spanish (Debate)
Taiwan (Linking)
Japanese co-agent:
Japan Uni

This isn’t just a book about the back story of current
headlines; rather it is the deep history of how so much of
what has become urgent for us - vaccine resistance and
acceptance; the competing pulls of international and
national forces; the abiding and growing sense of an utterly
fateful moment in the long history of humanity - first arose
at a time when Progress was supposed to be sovereign and
the horizon clear for a triumph of human ingenuity over the
mortal threats that raw nature might put in our way.

Fundamentally it's a story of what humans are capable of
doing and incapable of doing - which might be the
cautionary motto of our young, fateful, century.

Sir Simon Schama CBE is University Professor of Art
History and History at Columbia University, a Fellow of
the British Academy and the Royal Society of
Literature. He is the author of eighteen books which
have been translated into 16 languages.
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THE DAUGHTER OF AUSCHWITZ
Tova Friedman & Malcolm Brabant
In this heart-rending memoir, Tova Friedman chronicles a
traumatic Holocaust childhood, escaping a string of neardeath experiences in a Jewish ghetto, a Nazi labour camp
and ultimately, Auschwitz.
While friends and family are murdered in front of their
eyes, the only weapon Tova’s parents possess is the primal
instinct to survive at all costs. Fate intervenes when, at the
age of six, Tova is sent to a gas chamber, but walks out
alive, saved by German bureaucracy. Not long afterwards,
she cuddles a warm corpse to hide from Nazis rounding up
prisoners for the Death March to Germany.
Agent:: Adam Gauntlett
On submission Autumn 2021

Rights sold:
Newton Compton (Italy)

One of the youngest survivors of Auschwitz, Tova recalls a
life devoted to undoing the pain inflicted by Hitler. She
reveals a family secret that sheds rare light on the
unpalatable choices Jews were forced to make to continue
to exist.
At a time when hate is on the rise worldwide, and history’s
worst crime is fading from memory, the underpinning
lesson of this vivid, inspirational book, is that survival is an
act of resistance.

Tova Friedman is 83 years old, and lives in Highland Park
New Jersey. She is revered as one of the youngest survivors
of Auschwitz and as a campaigner against anti-Semitism.
Tova is a retired therapist, and The Daughter of Auschwitz
will be her first book for the trade. Co-author Malcolm
Brabant is an award-winning British former war
correspondent, who witnessed genocide in Bosnia. His
forensic probing of Tova’s memories, and vivid writing style,
bring the Holocaust back to life, at a time when hate is on
the rise around the world, and history’s worst crime is fading
from memory. He is now a Foreign Correspondent for PBS,
with several gongs to his name.
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BRAVE-HEARTED
The Dramatic Story of Women of the American
West
Katie Hickman
“Myth and misunderstanding spring from the American
frontier as readily as rye grass from sod, and – like the wiry
grass – seem as difficult to weed out and discard.”

Agent: Caroline Michel
UK publisher: Virago Press
UK editor: Lennie Goodings
US publisher: Spiegel and
Grau
US editor: Samuel Nicholson
Publication: May 2022

The true-life story of women’s experiences in the ‘Wild
West’ is more gripping, more heart-rending, and more
stirring than all the movies, novels, folk-legends and ballads
that popular imagination has been able to create. Whether
they were the hard-drinking hard-living poker players and
prostitutes of the new boom towns, ‘ordinary’ wives and
mothers walking two thousand miles across the prairies
pulling their handcarts behind them, Chinese slave-brides
working in laundries, or the Native American women
displaced by the mass migration of the ‘whites’ to their
lands, all have one trait in common: that of extreme
resilience and courage in the face of the unknown.
Reading the extraordinary accounts they have left behind
them, their experiences seem as strange to us today as it
must have been to have lived through them, perhaps even
stranger. They were put to the test, in terms of sheer
survival, in ways that we can only dimly imagine.
This is a book Katie always knew she was going to write,
and has been collecting material on the subject for more
than ten years.
As Kenturah Penton wrote, “verily we thot the half had
never been told.”
Katie Hickman is the author of nine previous books, including
two bestselling works of non-fiction, Daughters of Britannia – in
the Sunday Times bestseller lists for ten months and a twenty-part
series for BBC Radio 4 – and Courtesans. She has also written a
trilogy of historical novels – The Aviary Gate, The Pindar
Diamond and The House of Bishopsgate – which have been
translated into twenty languages. Her other books include two
highly acclaimed travel books, including Travels with a Mexican
Circus which was shortlisted for the Thomas Cook Travel Book
Award. Born into a diplomatic family, she had a peripatetic
childhood, growing up in Spain, Ireland, Singapore and South
America; she has two children and lives in London.
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THE WOMEN OF ROTHSCHILD
The Untold Story of the World’s Most Famous
Dynasty
Natalie Livingstone
'Captivating, intimate, dazzling epic and revelatory' Simon
Sebag-Montefiore
The story of the family who rose from the Frankfurt ghetto to
become synonymous with wealth and power has been much
mythologized. Yet half the Rothschilds, the women, remain
virtually unknown.

Agent: Caroline Michel
UK publisher: Hutchinson
UK editor: Jocasta Hamilton
US publisher: St Martin’s
Press
US editor: Charlie Spicer
Publication: November 2021
Rights sold:
Hungarian (Europa)
German (Luebbe)
Japanese (The English
Agency)
Previous titles:

From the East End of London to the Eastern seaboard of the
United States, from Spitalfields to Scottish castles, from Bletchley
Park to Buchenwald, and from the Vatican to Palestine, Natalie
Livingstone follows the extraordinary lives of the English branch
of the Rothschild women from the dawn of the nineteenth
century to the early years of the twenty first.
As Jews in a Christian society and women in a deeply patriarchal
family, they were outsiders. Determined to challenge and subvert
expectations, they supported each other, building on the legacies
of their mothers and aunts. They became influential hostesses and
talented diplomats, choreographing electoral campaigns, advising
prime ministers, advocating for social reform and trading on the
stock exchange. Misfits and conformists, conservatives and
idealists, performers and introverts, they mixed with Rossini and
Mendelssohn, Disraeli, Gladstone and Chaim Weizmann,
amphetamine-dealers, temperance campaigners, Queen Victoria,
and Albert Einstein. They broke code, played a pioneering role
in the environmental movement, scandalised the world of
women's tennis by introducing the overarm serve and drag-raced
with Miles Davies in Manhattan.
Absorbing and compulsive The Women of Rothschild gives
voice to the complicated, privileged and gifted women whose
vision and tenacity shaped history.

The Mistresses of Cliveden
Japanese co-agent:
Japan Uni
Natalie Livingstone was born and raised in London. She
graduated with a first class degree in history from Christ’s
College, Cambridge in 1998. She began her career as a
feature writer at the Daily Express and now contributes
to Tatler, Harper’s Bazaar, US Vogue, Elle, The
Times and The Mail on Sunday. Natalie lives in London
with her husband and three children.
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STRAITS
Beyond the Myth of Magellan
Felipe Fernández-Armesto
An uncompromising study of the fictions, the failures, and
the real man behind the myth of Magellan.
With Straits, celebrated historian Felipe Fernández-Armesto
subjects the surviving sources to the most meticulous
scrutiny ever, providing a timely and engrossing biography
of the real Ferdinand Magellan. The truth that FernándezArmesto uncovers about Magellan's life, his character, and
the events of his ill-fated voyage offers up a stranger, darker,
and even more compelling narrative than the fictional
version that has been celebrated for half a millennium.
Agent: Laurie Robertson
UK publisher: Bloomsbury
UK editor: Michael Fishwick

US publisher: UCPress
US editor: Niels Hooper
Previous publishers:
Brazil (Companhia das Letras,
Record)
China (Xueyuan Press)
Denmark (Gyldendal)
Germany (Bertelsmann)
Hungary (Europa)
Italy (Mondadori)
Japan (Seidosha, Sosisha,
Hayakawa Shobo)
Korea (Han’guk Kyongje
Sinmunsa)
Netherlands (Ambo Anthos,
Atlas Contact)
Norwey (Cappelen)
Poland (Zysk iS-ka, Proszynski,
Rebis)
Portugal (Presenca, Dom
Quixote)
Serbia (Zadro)
Slovenia (Mladinska Knjiha)
Spain (Penguin Random House)
Sweden (Forum)
Taiwan (Left Bank Publishing

Magellan did not attempt--much less accomplish--a journey
around the globe. In his lifetime he was abhorred as a
traitor, reviled as a tyrant, self-condemned to destruction,
and dismissed as a failure. Straits untangles the myths that
made Magellan a hero and discloses the reality of the man,
probing the passions and tensions that drove him to
adventure and drew him to disaster. We see the mutations
of his character: pride that became arrogance, daring that
became
recklessness,
determination
that
became
ruthlessness, romanticism that became irresponsibility, and
superficial piety that became, in adversity, irrational
exaltation. As the real Magellan emerges, so do his real
ambitions, focused less on circumnavigating the world or
cornering the global spice market than on exploiting
Filipino gold. Straits is a study in failure and the paradox of
Magellan's career, showing that renown is not always a
reflection of merit but often a gift and accident of
circumstance.

Felipe Fernández-Armesto’s contributions to maritime history and
the history of exploration have won the John Carter Brown
Medal, the Caird Medal of Britain´s National Maritime Museum,
and Spain´s national prize for research in geography. Pathfinders,
his global history of exploration, won the World History
Association Prize and his biography of Columbus was shortlisted
for the UK´s most valuable literary prize. The author holds the
William P. Reynolds Chair for Mission in Arts and Letters and
concurrent professorships in history and classics at Notre Dame.
Among other honours, he received Spain´s highest award for
services to education and the arts, the Grand Cross of the Order of
Alfonso the Wise, in 2017.
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MY GRANDFATHER’S KNIFE
Hidden Stories from the Second World War
Joseph Pearson
Even the most ordinary of objects can tell a
spectacular story
A knife, a diary, a recipe book, a stringed
instrument and a cotton pouch. Each belonged to
an individual who was in their twenties during the
Second World War: a fresh-faced prairie boy, a
melancholic youth, a capable cook, a musician
wounded at the front and a survivor.
Agent: Annabel Merullo
UK publisher: The History
Press
UK editor: Simon Wright
Canadian publisher:
HarperCollins Canada
Canadian editor: Jim Gifford
Publication: April 2022
Page extent: 336
Rights sold:
Spain (Critica)

Japanese co-agent:
Japan Uni

Over a cup of tea, try asking your friends what
object they’d choose to represent their lives. The
enthusiasm of their responses will give you an
indication of how well objects anchor sprawling
personal histories. Joseph Pearson, a Canadian
historian and author, talked to elderly family
members, friends, colleagues and acquaintances––
people drawn from everyday life––asking them the
same question: Is there an object that tells your
wartime story? In many cases, he asked the
question in reverse: Could he discover the wartime
story of a deceased person through an object they
once owned?
Through rigorous research and in engaging
prose, Joseph Pearson illuminates the often-dark
history of the 20th century by bringing to life the
stories of everyday objects in the hands of
everyday people.

Dr Pearson is an award-winning writer and historian. He
taught at Columbia University and now lectures at the
Barenboim-Said Academy, a German university. He is the
author of BERLIN (Reaktion Press/University of Chicago
distr.), a portrait of the capital, and is a contributing writer
for the BBC, Newsweek, and Monocle magazine. For his
short fiction, he is nominated for the Pushcart Prize.
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AFTER THE ROMANOVS
Russian Exiles in Paris from the Belle Époque
through Revolution and War
Helen Rappaport
From Helen Rappaport, the New York Times bestselling
author of The Romanov Sisters comes After the Romanovs,
the story of the Russian aristocrats, artists, and intellectuals
who sought freedom and refuge in the City of Light.

Agent: Caroline Michel
UK publisher: Scriber
UK editor: Henry Rosenbloom
UK publication: Nov 2022
US publisher: St Martin’s Press
US editor: Charlie Spicer
US publication: Spring 2022
Previous publishers:
Brazil (Objetiva)
China (Social Sciences
Academic Press)
Estonia (Varrak)
Finland (Minerva)
Hungary (Europa, Helikon)
Iceland (Ugla)
Macedonia (Kultura)
Netherlands (Het Spectrum)
Norway (Gyldendal)
Poland (Znak)
Portugal (Temas e Debates)
Russia (Eksmo)
Serbia (Laguna)
Spain (Santillana, Palabra)
Taiwan (New Century)

Japanese co-agent:
Tuttle-Mori

Paris has always been a city of cultural excellence, fine wine
and food and the latest fashions. But it has also been a place
of refuge for those fleeing persecution, never more so than
before and after the Russian Revolution and the fall of the
Romanov dynasty. For years, Russian aristocrats had
enjoyed all Belle Epoque Paris had to offer, spending lavishly
when they visited. It was a place of artistic experimentation
such as Diaghilev's Ballets Russes. But the brutality of the
Bolshevik takeover forced Russians of all types to flee their
homeland, sometimes leaving with only the clothes on their
backs.

Arriving in Paris, former princes could be seen driving
taxicabs, while their wives who could sew worked for the
fashion houses, their unique Russian style serving as
inspiration for designers like Coco Chanel. Talented
intellectuals, artists, poets, philosophers and writers struggled
in exile, eking out a living at menial jobs. Some, like Bunin,
Chagall and Stravinsky, encountered great success in the
same Paris that welcomed Americans like Fitzgerald and
Hemingway. Political activists sought to overthrow the
Bolshevik regime from afar, while double agents plotted
espionage and assassination from both sides. Others became
trapped in a cycle of poverty and their all-consuming
homesickness for Russia, the homeland they had been
forced to abandon.
This is their story.

Dr Helen Rappaport is an internationally bestselling historian
and author of 15 books specialising in the Victorian period
and revolutionary Russia. Helen Rappaport is a fluent
Russian speaker and a specialist in Russian history and 19th
century women’s history. Her great passion is to winkle out
lost stories from the footnotes and to breathe new life and
perspectives into old subjects.
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HITLER’S GIRL
The British Aristocracy and the Third Reich on the
Eve of WWII
Lauren Young

Agent:: Elizabeth Sheinkman
Publisher: HarperCollins
Editor: Gail Winston

Publication: August 2022

We have long assumed that democracy is our Western birth
right. But today that heritage is being challenged by a
resurgence of right-wing agitation, symbolized by the Brexit
vote, creeping autocracy in Russia and Eastern Europe, debates
about immigration, attacks on democratic institutions such as
the press and the enduring impact of Donald Trump’s
presidency. While historians are increasingly looking at the rise
of Fascism in Eastern Europe, Germany and Italy during the
1930s as a way to understand the perils of today’s world,
England in the 1930s has been largely overlooked. Much of
this has to do with secrecy. In Hitler’s Girl, Dr Lauren Young
presents evidence that has been classified and re-classified by
successive British governments, deemed too explosive in its
direct threat to British democracy.
The rise of Fascism in Nazi Germany was powered by those
whose interests were overlooked. On the other hand, Fascism
in England was the insidious handiwork of the elite ruling class
in a bid to preserve its power. Hitler’s Girl argues that
influential segments of the British aristocracy formed a murky
fifth column to Nazi Germany, and that these figures almost
succeeded in tipping the pendulum in Hitler’s favour. Through
the stories of the British elite, among them Unity Mitford, who
was nicknamed Hitler’s Girl, Young demonstrates just how
precarious the world was at that moment.
If the forces of Fascist England had prevailed, this period would
have functioned as a prologue to a very different
outcome. Young asks: at what point does complacence become
complicity? Will the current tipping point require a similarly
cataclysmic event like World War II to reassess and protect our
democracy?

Dr Lauren Young is an American academic currently lecturing
at Yale. Previously based in London, she recently moved back to
New York. After obtaining her undergraduate degree at Yale,
she wrote her MA at The Courtauld Institute, and MPhil/PhD at
Kings College. She then worked as Political Advisor at the US
Consulate to the United Nations, specialising in Security Council
issues. Before taking up her position at Yale, Young taught
policy in the International History Department of the London
School of Economics.
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THE QUEEN’S FAVOURITES
Emily Brand
The French Revolution is one of the most gripping,
astonishing, and bloodthirsty episodes in Western history.
At its heart was Europe’s most exquisite royal court and its
notorious queen, encircled always by a shimmering cloud of
ladies-in-waiting. Charting the rise and fall of Marie
Antoinette’s treasured favourites – the sensitive Lamballe,
the quick-thinking Campan and the pleasure-seeking
Polignac – this group biography reveals how they
inadvertently fuelled and ultimately fell victim to the
popular call for revolution. In the words of the queen,
confiding in Campan: “when a sovereign raises up
favourites in her court, she raises up despots against herself”.
The truth would be even more devastating.
Agent: Kirsty McLachlan
UK publisher: John Murray
UK editor: Joe Zigmond
US publisher: Norton
US editor: Amy Cherry

Setting the notorious Marie Antoinette and her unparalleled
fall from grace in the context of her closest female
friendships, this ambitious work focuses for the first time in
English on the interlaced stories of her favourites.

Coloured with accusations of corruption, treason,
nymphomania, lesbian affairs, child abuse and murder, this is
a dark and dramatic telling of the French Revolution
through the stories of the women in the eye of the storm.

Publication date: Spring 2025

Emily Brand is an author, historian and genealogist with a
special interest in the long eighteenth century. Her first
major work of narrative non-fiction, The Fall of the House
of Byron (April 2020), was selected to feature in BBC
History Festival, Hay Festival, BBC History Podcast, Dan
Snow’s History Hit, The Times ‘Best Summer Reads’ and
BBC Radio 4’s Book of the Week, as well as picking up
extensive press and radio interest.
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12 BYTES
How We Got Here. Where We Might Go Next
Jeanette Winterson
A 'BOOKS OF 2021' PICK IN THE GUARDIAN, FINANCIAL
TIMES AND EVENING STANDARD

'Briskly and breezily, 12 Bytes joins the dots in a neglected
narrative of female scientists, visionaries and code
breakers' Observer
'Her writing engulfs you in lucid, fairytale-like realities that
take you on gender-bending and time-warped explorations of
religion, love, sex, and sexual identity.' Independent
‘One of the most gifted writers working today.’ New York
Agent: Caroline Michel

Times

UK publisher: Jonathan Cape

Twelve bytes. Twelve eye-opening, mind-expanding, funny
and provocative essays on the implications of artificial
intelligence for the way we live and the way we love from Sunday Times-bestselling author Jeanette Winterson.

UK editor: Michael Shavit
US publisher: Grove Atlantic
US editor: Elisabeth Schmitz
Publication: June 2021
Page extent: 272
Rights sold:
Dutch (Atlas Contact)
Korea (Mujintree)
Spanish (Lumen)
Taiwan (Waves Publishing)
Previous publishers:
Catalan (Periscopi)
Chinese, complex (Thinkingdom)
Chinese, simplified
(Thinkingdom)
French (Buchet)
German (Kein & Aber)
Greek (Gutenberg)
Italian (Mondadori)
Portuguese, Portugal (Elsinore)
Romanian (Humanitas)
Russian (AST)
Slovak (Albatros)
Swedish (Wahlstrom & Widstrand)
Japanese co-agent:
Tuttle-Mori

Drawing on her years of thinking and reading about
Artificial Intelligence in its bewildering manifestations,
Jeanette Winterson looks to history, religion, myth,
literature, politics and, of course, computer science, to help
us understand the radical changes to the way we live and
love that are happening now.
With wit, compassion and curiosity, Winterson tackles AI's
most interesting talking points, from the algorithms that data
-dossier your whole life, to the weirdness of backing up your
brain.

Jeanette Winterson was born in Manchester and read
English at Oxford, during which time she wrote her first
novel, the Whitbread award winning Oranges Are Not the
Only Fruit. Since then she has written over a dozen novels,
children’s books and short story collections. She was
awarded an CBE for services to literature in 2018.
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VALUES
Climate, Credit, Covid and How We Focus on What
Matters
Mark Carney
‘A radical book that speaks out accessibly as to how we get everyone

involved in solving our problems. And this is what we need: 50 Shades of
People for 50 Shades of Green’ BONO

‘From the Great Financial Crisis to climate change and the coronavirus
pandemic, this is the essential handbook for 21st century leaders,
policymakers and everyone who wants to build a fair and sustainable
world’ Christine Lagarde

Agent: Caroline Michel
UK publisher: HarperCollins
UK editor: Arabella Pike

Canadian publisher: Signal/M&S
Canadian editor: Doug Pepper
US publisher: Hachette
US editor: Clive Priddle
Publication: March 2021
Page extent: 336
Rights Sold:
Canadian French
(GruppeHomme)
China (Huazhang)
Italian (Mondadori)
Korea (Will Books Publishing)
Serbian (Akademska)
Taiwan (Gusa)

What do you value? Why is it that often the things we value the
most – from frontline nurses to the natural environment to
keeping children well fed and educated – seem of little importance
to economic markets?
In Value(s), one of the great economic thinkers of our time
examines how economic value and social values became blurred,
how we went from living in a market economy to a market
society, and how to rethink and rebuild before it’s too late.

During his time as a G7 central banker and seven years spent as
Governor of the Bank of England, Mark Carney witnessed the
collapse of public trust in elites, globalisation, and technology; the
challenges of the 4th Industrial Revolution and the existential
threat of the growing climate emergency. Drawing on a truly
international perspective to our greatest problems, this book sets
out a framework for the change needed for an economic and
social renaissance in a post-Covid world. Embedding the values
of sustainability, solidarity and responsibility into all decisionmaking is integral to his argument for how we can channel the
dynamism of the market to turn intractable problems into
enormous opportunities. His deeply researched and forwardlooking manifesto goes to the heart of what we’ve got wrong in
the past and offers action plans to set it right for individuals,
businesses, investors and governments.
In short, Value(s) sets out how we can build a better world for all.
It is a book that offers achievable solutions to global problems,
building a future fit for our children, grandchildren and
generations to come. This is a plan for humanity restored.

Mark Carney is an economist and banker. He is currently serving as the
UN Special Envoy on Climate Action and Finance. From 2013 to
March 2020, he served as the Governor of the Bank of England and
Chair of the Monetary Policy Committee, Financial Policy Committee
and the Board of the Prudential Regulation Committee. He lives in
Ottawa, Canada.
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HUMAN CONDITION IN THE AGE OF
MACHINES
Robert Skidelsky
With machines taking over jobs formerly done by humans, will
there be enough work to go around in the future?
Twitter is an employment minnow. It is valued at $9 billion,
but employs just 400 people worldwide; about as many as a
medium-sized carpet factory in a small town.

Agent: Fiona Petheram
Publisher: Allen Lane
Editor: Stuart Proffitt
Publication: 2022

Rights sold:
China (Hangzhou Blue
Lion)
German (Antje Kuntsmann)
Japanese (Chikuma Shobo)
US (The Other Press)
Previous publishers:
Belgium (De Bezige Bij)
Brazil (Record)
Greece (Metaichmio)
Hungary (Corvina)
Korea (Bookie Publishing)
Poland (Krytyki Poliyczej)
Portugal (Texto)
Romania (Bizzkit)
Spain (Critics)
Taiwan (Linking)
Turkey (Bilgi University
Press)
Japanese co-agent:
The English Agency

The fear that the human race could run out of work was first
raised during the Industrial Revolution, when power looms
steadily replaced skilled workers. The Luddites feared that,
with machines taking over, the average labourer would be
deprived of a 'living'.
What the Luddites saw as a mortal threat, others welcomed as
the road to utopia. Oscar Wilde enthused about a future of
mechanical slaves, who did all the uninteresting work, freeing
up humankind for a life of culture and contemplation. John
Maynard Keynes predicted that within 100 years, ‘three hours
a day might be quite enough’, freeing up time to enjoy the
'arts of life'.
The advent of digital technology has given the problem of the
future of work contemporary urgency. Estimates suggest that
between 50% and 75% of current jobs in the USA could be
wholly or partially automated by 2050.
The future of work will depend not just on the improving
technical characteristics of the machines themselves but on the
social system in which technical innovation takes place, and
the values underpinning it. Should we be racing with the
machines or racing against them?
In Human Condition in the Age of Machines, Robert
Skidelsky will reconsider the meaning of work and leisure,
needs and wants, and the nature of economic growth in order
to envision the world of work once the technological dust has
settled.

Robert Skidelsky is Emeritus Professor of Political Economy
at the University of Warwick. His biography of the economist
John Maynard Keynes received numerous prizes, including
the Lionel Gelber Prize for International Relations and the
Council on Foreign Relations Prize for International
Relations.
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THE DIGITAL REPUBLIC
How to Govern and Take Back Contol of
Technology
Jamie Susskind
Praise for Jamie Susskind:
‘The most interesting exploration yet of the political realities in the
digital era.,’ *Books of the Year 2018*, Evening Standard
‘He steers a course to the future that is as convincing as it is
shocking.’ The Sunday Times
A groundbreaking blueprint on addressing the unaccountable
power of digital technology by one of the most promising and
cogent voices in law and public policy.

Agent: Caroline Michel
UK publisher: Bloomsbury

UK editor: Alexis
Kirschbaum
US publisher: Pegasus Books
US editor: Claiborne
Hancock
Publication: Spring 2022
Page extent: 304

Rights Sold:
German (Hoffmann und
Campe)

The time has come to deal with the unaccountable power of
digital technology. Early efforts at regulation have been confused,
contradictory, and often counterproductive. Yet no single person
or government has a plan of action.
In The Digital Republic, acclaimed author and barrister Jamie
Susskind popular tackles one of the biggest political and social
questions of our time. He explores how developments in AI, big
data, social media and other technologies are having a profound
effect on politics--and what that means for our societies. The
Digital Republic is a call for political change, touching on the
deepest issues of who we are and what we value most. He will
take readers on a journey through a new system of ideas and
governance--a digital republic--offering a vision of a world that is
freer and fairer than our own.
With a truly global outlook, Jamie's work is steeped in the
tradition of republican thought, from ancient Greece and Rome
to revolutionary France, illuminated by the most charismatic
thinkers and ideas in European political history. Inspired by the
great political essays of the past, from Rousseau's Social Contract,
Mill's On Liberty, and Hamilton and Madison's Federalist Papers,
The Digital Republic is a landmark work that will challenge us to
as we look towards the future.

Previous title:

Future Politics

Jamie Susskind is a practising barrister and an author. He received
the highest First in his year from the University of Oxford and has
held two fellowships at Harvard University. Aged 30, the Evening
Standard has written of Jamie that he, “could be one of the great
public intellectual rock stars of our time”. The central concern of
Jamie’s work is that advances in digital technology are
transforming the way humans live together, but that we are not
yet ready - intellectually or practically - for the changes that are
taking place.
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THE INVISIBLE UNIVERSE
Why There’s More to Reality than Meets the Eye
Matthew Bothwell
‘Matt’s book is an excellent introduction to how astronomers have learnt
‘what’s out there’, particularly using radiation invisible to the human eye.
He deftly conveys ideas with a cheerful and infectious enthusiasm, using
humour, vivid analogies and personal anecdotes to bring our
understanding of the Universe to life, without losing any scientific rigour.
Highly readable, it offers an increased sense of wonder at the workings of
the cosmos.’ Carolin Crawford, Emeritus Gresham Professor of

Astronomy

Agent: Laurie Robertson
Publisher: One World
Editor: Sam Carter
Publication: November 2021
Page extent: 320

‘Matt Bothwell guides us through the world of astronomy and
astrophysics with an engagingly written, up-to-date view of some of the
key current frontiers. He opens our eyes to wavelengths beyond the light
we can see. His journey includes galaxies, black holes, star formation,
dust, gravitational waves, dark matter and dark energy – all with
interesting historical context, accessible explanations and richly peppered
with accurate analogies. A compelling read.’ Andrew Coates, Professor of
Physics at UCL and Deputy Director (Solar System) at UCL’s Mullard
Space Science Laboratory

From the discovery of entirely new kinds of galaxies to a window
into cosmic ‘prehistory’, Bothwell shows us the Universe as we’ve
never seen it before – literally.
Since the dawn of our species, people all over the world have
gazed in awe at the night sky. But for all the beauty and wonder
of the stars, when we look with just our eyes we are seeing and
appreciating only a tiny fraction of the Universe. What does the
cosmos have in store for us beyond the phenomena we can see,
from black holes to supernovas? How different does the invisible
Universe look from the home we thought we knew? Dr Matt
Bothwell takes us on a journey through the full spectrum of light
and beyond, revealing what we have learned about the mysteries
of the Universe.
This book is a guide to the ninety-nine per cent of cosmic reality
we can’t see – the Universe that is hidden, right in front of our
eyes. It is also the endpoint of a scientific detective story
thousands of years in the telling. It is a tour through our Invisible
Universe.

Dr Matthew Bothwell is Public Astronomer at the University of
Cambridge and a science communicator who gives astronomy
talks and lectures on almost any area of astronomy, and makes
regular media appearances (including local and national TV and
radio). When he is not doing outreach, Matt is an observational
astronomer, who uses a range of state-of-the-art observing facilities
to study the evolution of galaxies across cosmic time.
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NEVER GIVE UP
A Life of Adventure
Bear Grylls
From the #1 bestselling author
Praise for Mud, Sweat and Tears:
‘World-famous 'extreme adventurer' Bear Grylls had so far
avoided telling his life story - until now. Well told,
personable, fast-paced, and undoubtedly a fascinating read.’

Daily Telegraph

The extraordinary new autobiography from adventurer Bear
Grylls.

Agent: Caroline Michel
UK publisher: Transworld
UK editor: Henry Vines
US publisher: National Geographic
US editor: Hilary Black
Publication: October 2021
Page Extent: 304
Rights sold:
Dutch (Luitingh Sijthoff)
Danish (EC Edition)
Estonian (Tanapaev)
Germany (Boersen)
Sweden (Tukan Förlag)
Japanese co-agent:
Japan Uni
Previous Publishers:
Brazil (Record)
Bulgaria (Bard, Vakon)
China simplified (Jieli)
Chinese
complex
(Common
Master Press)
Croatia (Veble Commerce)
Czech Republic (Jota)
France (Hachette)
Hungary (Jaffa)
Italy (Mondadori)
Korea (Jaeum & Mouem)
Poland (Pascal)
Portugal (Marcador Editora)
Romania (Nemira)
Russia (Centrepolygraph)
Turkey (Timas)

In Never Give Up, global adventurer, Chief Scout and TV
presenter Bear Grylls chronicles his extraordinary life and
career since stepping on to screen.
Immersing readers in some truly remarkable adventures and
sharing personal stories from Bear's toughest expeditions,
this inspiring autobiography captures the exhilarating reality
behind some of his hairiest survival missions.
In this eagerly awaited follow up to his Number One
bestseller Mud, Sweat and Tears, Bear takes readers behind
the scenes on 'Man vs. Wild', the series that spawned an
entire adventure industry. He also provides a unique and
revealing insight into what it's really like to go 'Running
Wild' with guests including President Obama, Roger
Federer and Julia Roberts, to name but a few of his global
superstar guests.
Along the way, Bear opens up about his most personal
challenges, discovers the true value of adventure, and
embodies the enduring power of courage, kindness and a
never give up spirit.
Bear Grylls has become known worldwide as one of the most
recognised faces of survival and outdoor adventure. His journey
started as a young boy on the Isle of Wight, where his late father
taught him to climb and sail. Trained from a young age in martial
arts, Grylls went on to spend three years as a soldier in the British
Special Forces, as part of 21 SAS Regiment. He then went on to
star in Man vs Wild, and Running Wild, shown in networks all
around the world. His autobiography Mud Sweat and Tears spent
15 weeks at Number 1 in the Sunday Times Bestseller list and he
has written over 85 books, selling in excess of 15 million copies
worldwide.
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SUPERSONIC
The Complete, Authorised and Unabridged
Interviews
Oasis
'We are the biggest band in Britain of all time, ever. The
funny thing is, all that fucking mouthing off three years ago
about how we were going to be the biggest band in the
world - we actually went and did it'

Agent: Tim Bates
UK publisher: Headline
UK editor: Sarah Emsley

US publisher: Rizzoli US
US editor: Jessica Case
Publication: Autumn 2021
Rights sold:
Dutch (Xander Uitgevers)
Finnish (Like)
Italian (Rizzoli Libri)

Liam and Noel Gallagher. Two brothers not only ready to
take on the world, but also each other. The two most
charismatic rock 'n' roll stars, front and centre, in what was
to become the biggest band to resonate around the world
for the last 30 years. Attending an Oasis gig, you knew you
were in for a volatile ride. The chemistry was simply
electric, from the smallest clubs to the sold out stadiums, it
was infectious. But highs breed lows, and the ingredients of
their success also proved to be the catalyst for the band's
demise.
Supersonic documents that journey, from the moment
Noel joined Liam's band, through those crucial five years
and the landmark gigs at Knebworth - the pinnacle of the
band's career - to when, a few short weeks later, the first
irreparable cracks appeared. With almost thirty hours of
interviews with all members of the band, including Liam
and Noel Gallagher, as well as many more with those
closest to the band, Supersonic is the official oral history of
Oasis and tells for the first-time ever the entire story behind
one of the world's greatest bands and its two enigmatic,
embattled frontmen.

Japanese co-agent:
The English Agency

Oasis were an English rock band formed in Manchester in
1991. As of 2009, Oasis have sold over 75 million records
worldwide, making them one of the best-selling bands of all
time. They have won 17 NME Awards, nine Q Awards,
four MTV Europe Music Awards and six Brit Awards,
including one in 2007 for Outstanding Contribution to
Music and one for the Best Album of the Last 30 Years (for
(What's the Story) Morning Glory?), and been nominated for
two Grammy Awards.
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MY LIFE IN DIRE STRAITS
The Inside Story of One of the Biggest Bands in
Rock History
John Ilsley
With a foreword by MARK KNOPFLER

“...It was a huge adventure and a hell of a ride, with all its
comedy, absurdity, exhaustion, madness and sadness” – from Mark
Knopfler’s foreword
''An uplifting journey... I so enjoyed the ride!'' – Roger Taylor
“He captures... The ups and downs, relationships, craziness and
fun” – Mike Rutherford

Agent: Annabel Merullo
UK publisher: Transworld
UK editor: Andrea Henry
US publisher: Diversion
Books
US editor: Keith Wallman
Publication: November 2021
Page extent: 336
Rights sold:
Catalan (Libros del Kultrum)
Finnish (Minerva Publishing
House Ltd.)
Italian (EPC Editore)
Spanish (Libros Cúpula)

Dire Straits filled giant stadiums around the world and sold
hundreds of millions of records. Throughout the eighties they
were one of the biggest bands on the planet. Their classic songs 'Sultans of Swing', 'Romeo and Juliet', 'Money for Nothing',
'Brothers In Arms' - formed the soundtrack of a generation and
live on today: still racking up sales, still being played on the radio
on every continent. In My Life in Dire Straits, John Illsley founding member, bassist and mainstay - evokes the spirit of the
times and tells the story of one of the great live acts of rock
history.
Starting with his own unlikely beginnings in Middle England, he
recounts the band's rise from humble origins in London's spit-and
-sawdust pubs to the best-known venues in the world, the
working man's clubs to Madison Square Garden, gigging with
wild punk bands to the Live Aid stage at Wembley. Until,
ultimately, the shattering demands of touring on a global scale
and living life in the spotlight took their inevitable toll.

John's story is also a tribute to his great friend Mark Knopfler, the
band's lead singer, songwriter and gifted guitarist - the only band
members to stay the fifteen-year distance. Told with searching
honesty, soulful reflection and wry humour, this is the first and
only account of that incredible story.

John Illsley rose to fame as the bass guitarist of the critically acclaimed
band Dire Straits and has received multiple BRIT and Grammy Awards,
and a Heritage Award. As a founding member, John played a major role
in the development of the Dire Straits sound. Since the band's last tour in
1993 he has earned a reputation as a painter, with solo exhibitions in
London, New York, Sydney and across Europe. He co-founded the
children's charity Life Education in 1987, which was recently integrated
into Coram. As a musician, John also has eight solo albums to his name.
He owns a pub in the New Forest.
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DARK HORSE
In search of the real George Harrison
Philip Norman
Following his magisterial, best-selling biographies of John
Lennon (‘a mammoth, haunting, terrific piece of work’ –
New York Times) and Paul McCartney (‘gets closer than
anyone has yet’– Rolling Stone ) Philip Norman turns to
their companion in the band whose fame has so outgrown
all others’ that it’s now almost a global religion.

Agent: Fiona Petheram
Publisher: Scribner
Editor: Rick Horgan

Publication: 2023
Rights sold:
Dutch (Alfabet Uitgevers)
Japanese co-agent:
The English Agency

Towards the end of George Harrison’s tragically-curtailed
life, he took to calling himself ‘the economy-class Beatle’,
seemingly resigned to seeing Lennon and McCartney
ushered to special seats on the flight deck - though, despite
having found fulfilment in other ways, he never quite
stopped resenting it.
Yet, Harrison proved himself a First Class talent by writing
some of the band’s best known songs: ‘While My Guitar
Gently Weeps’,‘Here Comes The Sun’, ‘Something’ and
‘My Sweet Lord’. As a guitarist, he indisputably belongs in
the Sixties’ pantheon of six-string superheroes with Eric
Clapton, Jimi Hendrix, Keith Richards, Jeff Beck and
Jimmy Page. He was admired, often loved, by musicians of
every stripe and entertainers in many other spheres. Yet in
the public consciousness he remains a remote, prickly figure
whose fascination with Indian music and Hindu philosophy
seemed to rob him of the Beatles’ charm and wit and
magical lightness of touch.
This new autobiography comes with a guarantee of the
‘dead-on insights’ (WABC radio), ‘gleaming prose’ (The
Guardian) and humour – that most sadly-mislaid aspect of
George – with which Norman has lifted pop music and
culture into the realm of literature.

Philip Norman is a novelist, biographer, journalist, and
playwright. He is the author of the bestselling
biography John Lennon: The Life and the history of The
Beatles Shout!: The Beatles in Their Generation. Norman
has also published biographies of Buddy Holly, the Rolling
Stones, and Elton John, as well as six works of fiction and
two plays, The Man That Got Away and Words of Love. His
work has been translated into 18 languages.
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SURVIVING TO DRIVE
A Year in Formula One
Guenther Steiner
Guenther Steiner is one of F1’s biggest and bestknown characters, who is also now known to
millions because of his show-stealing appearances
on Netflix’s hugely popular fly on the wall series,
Drive to Survive.

Agent: Tim Bates
Publisher: Transworld
Editor: Henry Vines
Publication: 2023
Rights sold:
Russia (under offer)

In Surviving to Drive Guenther will take us behind
the scenes and into the pitlane to give the reader an
unobstructed view of life in an F1 team, for the
entirety of a season.
This will be the first time that an F1 Team has
allowed an acting team principal to tell the full story
of a whole season. And 2021-22 promises to be a
tumultuous and fascinating season, as the new rule
changes come into place, levelling the playing field
for the benefit of smaller, indie teams like Haas.
Guenther Steiner is a cult hero: knowledgeable,
passionate, approachable, joyfully eccentric and
unashamedly honest and outspoken.

Surviving to Drive will a fascinating and hugely

entertaining and insightful account of the realities of
running an F1 team. Written as a weekly diary and
in real time, Surviving to Drive will be an
emotional roller-coaster worthy of the most
dramatic Grand Prix. Uncompromising and
searingly honest, it will put the reader squarely in
Guenther’s shoes and give then a unique
understanding of what it takes to thrive in one of
sport’s most coveted yet pressurised positions.
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OAKENFOLD
Oakenfold
Have you heard the one about the four DJs from
south London who went to Ibiza for two weeks in
1987, heard a DJ called Alfedo playing some genrespanning good-time tunes while off their heads on a
new wonder drug, and then returned home armed
with modern dance music?
This is the incredible true story of Paul Oakenfold,
legendary DJ and Producer, Musician, Pioneer,
Svengali … and Father.
Agent: Tim Bates
Publisher: Welbeck
Editor: Ajda Vucicevic

Publication: Autumn 2021

Paul needs no introduction. From pretty much
inventing trance music, to writing the Big Brother
theme tune, from producing Madonna, U2 and
Michael Jackson, composing the soundtrack for The
Bourne Identity and being named Number 1 DJ in
the world twice, Paul’s career has been as diverse as
it has been successful.
As he says “Modesty forbids me from getting too
carried away but that ain’t bad for a chronically
dyslexic cockney with no academic qualifications to
speak of. Or, of which to speak, as I think you’re
supposed to say.”
In his memoir Paul will not only talk candidly
about his dyslexia and struggles with education, but
also take the reader back to the early days in Ibiza
and New York and behind the scenes during the
extraordinary global success that followed.
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A MEMOIR
Jennifer Clement
From the author of Gun Love, shortlisted for the National Book
Award and Prayers for the Stolen now adapted into film by the
producers of Roma, winning a Special Mention in the Un
Certain Regard section at the 2021 Cannes Film Festival.
Praise for Prayers for the Stolen:

“I think it’s an important book. I think it’s brilliantly written. It’s very
moving.” Kazuo Ishiguro, winner of the 2017 Nobel Prize in Literature
Praise for the memoir Widow Basquiat:

Agent: Elizabeth Sheinkman
On submission Autumn 2021
Previous publishers:
Catalan (Animallibres)
Chinese, simplified (Shanghai
Dook)
Danish (Hr Ferdinand)
Dutch (De Bezige Bij)
Italian (Bompiani)
Finnish (Like)
French (Flammarion)
German (Suhrkamp)
Hungary (Libri)
Norwegian (Gyldendal Norsk)
Spanish (Lumen)
Swedish (Bonnier)

“Stunningly lyrical . . . Original, insightful, and engrossing. . . . While
filled with pop culture anecdotes art fans might seek—Andy Warhol and
Rene Ricard both make appearances, for instance—Clement’s account is
an honest love story above all else.” Publishers Weekly
“Sublime, poetic…[Clement] chronicles her close friend Suzanne
Mallouk’s love affair with Basquiat in elegant, spare, riveting prose…A
powerful female coming of age story…A harrowing, beautifully told love
story about two seekers colliding in a pivotal moment in history, and
setting everything, including themselves, on fire.” Rebecca Walker for
NPR

Clement’s fascinating and matchless memoir opens with her
bathing in Frida Kahlo’s bathtub and is an intimate portrait of the
end of a golden age in Mexico. Written in the short, poetic
chapters, she takes us to a world still enveloped by the surrealists
and communism as well as the complex dictatorships and
revolutions in Latin America.
The memoir moves from
childhood to adolescence and to her young adulthood in New
York City where Clement became a part of the NYC art scene
of the early 1980s and the world of Jean-Michel Basquiat. This
memoir is a prequel to Clement’s memoir Widow Basquiat on
Jean-Michel Basquiat and NYC in the early 1980s, published to
high praise for its form that Clement calls “Polaroid Prose”.
Steven Spielberg has bought the movie rights to Widow
Basquiat.
Clement’s unique life joins the worlds of Frida Kahlo and Mexico
City to the worlds of Jean-Michel Basquiat and New York City.
Jennifer Clement is the President of PEN International and the
first woman to be elected since the organization was founded. She
studied English Literature and Athropology at New York
University and also studied French Literature in Paris. She has an
MFA in Fiction from the Stonecoast MFA program at USM. Her
latest novel, Gun Love, was published in 2018.
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I AM AN ISLAND
Tamsin Calidas
THE SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELLER
'Memoir of the year' - Vogue
'A wondrous, sensuous memoir of salt-stung survival . . .
clear-eyed and poetic prose' Sunday Times
'A fascinating memoir' - Daily Mail

Agent: Caroline Michel
Publisher: Black Swan, Penguin
Editor: Susanna Wadeson
Page extent: 320
Publication: April 2021
Rights sold:
Dutch (Pluim)
France (Dalva)
Germany (HarperCollins)

When Tamsin Calidas first arrives on a remote island in the
Scottish Hebrides, it feels like coming home. Disenchanted
by London, she and her husband left the city and highflying careers to move the 500 miles north, despite having
absolutely no experience of crofting, or of island life. It was
idyllic, for a while. But as the months wear on, the children
she'd longed for fail to materialise, and her marriage breaks
down, Tamsin finds herself in ever-increasing isolation.
Injured, ill, without money or friend she is pared right back,
stripped to becoming simply a raw element of the often
harsh landscape. But with that immersion in her
surroundings comes the possibility of rebirth and renewal.
Tamsin begins the slow journey back from the brink.
Startling, raw and extremely moving, I Am An Island is a
story about the incredible ability of the natural world to
provide when everything else has fallen away - a stunning
book about solitude, friendship, resilience and selfdiscovery.

Tamsin Calidas is a writer and photographer living in the
wilds of the Scottish Hebrides. She worked in various roles in
advertising, publishing and the BBC before giving it all up in
2004, to move to a tiny, remote island in Scotland to run a
derelict croft with sheep and horses. Her ground-breaking
non-fiction debut I Am An Island was published in 2020 to
worldwide acclaim, and her second non-fiction memoir will
be published in Spring 2023.
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THE ANXIETY PROJECT
My Journey to the Center of our Deepest Fears
Daan Heerma van Voss
‘Daan Heerma van Voss is without a doubt the most
interesting Dutch writer of his generation. Unable to write
even one dull sentence, his work is of a scope and maturity
one rarely sees in a 30-year old. Saying this writer is
“promising” is an understatement. That promise has been
amply fulfilled.’ Herman Koch, author of The Dinner

Agent: Lisette Verhagen
Dutch Publisher: Atlas
Contact, 2021
UK publisher: MacLehose
Press
UK editor: Paul Engles
Page extent: 330
Rights sold:
Germany (Diogenes)
Russia (AST)
Material:
Dutch manuscript, extensive
English sample translation
Japanese co-agent:
Japan Uni

When Dutch novelist and historian Daan Heerma van Voss
finds himself in yet another break-up because he is too
anxious to be with, he goes on a long journey to find the
roots of his deepest fears. He is not just interested in his
personal fears, he wants to dig deep and answer big
questions. Why are 264 million people suffering from it,
and why is this number growing every day? Where is
anxiety really coming from? What do our genes have to do
with it? What is the link between anxiety and creativity?
And how to love when you are in a constant state of fear?

To answer these questions, Daan takes us on a profoundly
moving journey from his apartment in Amsterdam to
France, Jakarta and San Francisco. Along the way we’ll meet
philosophers, artists and writers and other fascinating
individuals from around the world. Will Daan be able to
save his relationship and ultimately himself?

The Anxiety Project is a beautifully written and brutally

honest male account of everything Daan learned on his
journey and will appeal to everyone who’s trying to remain
calm on this very nervous planet.

Daan Heerma van Voss has written for several national and
international newspapers, such as The New York Times,
Vogue US, Pen International, Haaretz (Israel),
Dissidentbloggen (Sweden) and Svenska Dagbladet. His
novels have been shortlisted for several awards and he was
awarded De Tegel for extraordinary journalistic
achievements. His muchacclaimed novel The Last War
(2016) has been translated into German, Spanish, Swedish
and Chinese. The Anxiety Project is his first major work of
nonfiction.
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THE ARCHAEOLOGY OF EMOTION
Sarah Tarlow
A moving account of care-giving and the devasting loss of a
partner to an undiagnosed illness, threaded through with the
work and reflections of an archaeologist’s professional life.
Part memoir, part expert non-fiction, The Archaeology of
Emotion centres on the illness and death of Sarah’s husband,
Mark. Sarah is a professor of archaeology specialising in the
history of death and burial, but her professional expertise
did not equip her for the difficult and drawn-out experience
of her partner’s undiagnosed illness and early death.
Eventually, Mark waited till the children and Sarah were
out of the house, then ended his own life in an act of great
courage and love.
Agent: Kirsty McLachlan
On submission Autumn 2021

The narrative is punctuated with reflections and philosophy
from her academic life and thoughts provoked by their
story. Rather than focussing on power and dominance in
archaeological digs, Sarah’s work examines deeply the
feelings and emotions that surround a burial and what those
tell us of the people who were buried – and those close to
them.

As professor of historical archaeology at the University of
Leicester, Sarah Tarlow is best known for her work on the
archaeology of death and burial. In 2012, she was awarded
the chair in archaeology at the University of Leicester. Sarah
has had many academic books published in the past (by
Routledge, Blackwell and Cambridge University Press,
among others), but this will be her first trade book.
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LISTENING TO THE ENEMY
Deeyah Khan
Part memoir, part polemic, Listening to the Enemy is the debut
book from award-winning documentary maker Deeyah Khan, in
which she shares the incredible lessons in humanity and empathy
that coming face-to-face with extremists have taught her.

Agent: Annabel Merullo
On submission Autumn 2021
Rights sold:
Norway (under offer)

“I am a child who was born into stark differences– a child of
Muslim parents growing up in modern Norway.
From the
beginning of my life, I've lived in between and learnt the
consequences of the divisions that lie between us. I've always had
to find a way to absorb those differences, to understand them, and
try to connect those worlds. But as the world becomes more
diverse, those divisions are deepening. Life is different now. The
make-up of societies is changing. There’s so much more to be
afraid of. The enemy, whoever it is, is rooted in that difference.
I was a part of that difference. If I spoke out, I would get abuse. It
didn’t matter who it was from. So, I gathered all those threats
together. I thought, let’s meet these people, see how it goes. I
spent the last decade filming extremists, meeting them face to
face, whether British Muslims who fought in jihadi groups or
American white supremacists who believe in extermination.
There were times that I thought I might die. Yet I sought them
out. Why? Because it’s through extremists I’ve learnt the most –
about the world, about humanity, about myself.
About fear. How childhood fears shaped me. About empathy.
How I wasn’t as empathetic as I imagined.
Above all I learnt how to listen. With listening comes the act of
sharing someone’s life. And the feeling of being truly listened to is
when tightly held perceptions unravel, and what we perceived
was different, was only superficially different. Our hopes, our
brokenness, our everything are the same.

Now I want to share the insights I’ve gained on my journeyfrom young musician to broken soul to Emmy-winning
filmmaker; activist, businesswoman, UNESCO goodwill
ambassador and mother.
Whoever we are, we all have to listen.” - Deeyah Khan
Documentary director and producer Deeyah Khan has won two
Emmys, a BAFTA, an RTS and two Peabody Awards in over a
decade of making empathetic and unflinching films which deal
with some of the most important and polarising issues confronting
the world today; extremism, violence against women, inequality,
racism and social exclusion.
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WOUNDED TIGRIS
A River Journey through the Cradle of Civilisation
Leon McCarron
Mesopotamia was carved by the sweeping arcs of the Tigris
and Euphrates, then shaped further still by cities and cultures
that flourished across that fertile crescent. Water was
everywhere, from northern mountains to southern
marshlands, and humanity thrived in its mastery of the two
great rivers.

Agent: Caroline Michel
Publisher: Little Brown
Editor: James Garbutt
Publication date: September
2022
Page extent: 288

Today, the water supplies of modern Iraq are ominously
controlled by neighbouring countries. The rivers are
beginning to falter before they reach the ocean and around
them a changing climate brings drought, sandstorms and
flash flooding with ever-increasing regularity. Wounded
Tigris is the story of a journey along a major vein of both
the old world and the contemporary Middle East, told via
conversations on riverbanks.
In this book, Leon McCarron follows the Tigris from the
Turkish mountains to the Persian Gulf. He travels with the
river as it flows, by boat and by boot, and in the company
of those who live along its banks. Slowly, immersively,
along fault-lines and frontlines, he feels how a river grows
from a trickle to a torrent. He also sees the impact of
geopolitics and a warming planet, and how those factors in
turn churn up threats of conflict and displacement that flood
far beyond the watersheds of the river itself.

Leon McCarron is a writer, broadcaster and adventurer from
Northern Ireland. He is a Fellow of the Royal Geographical
Society, a Fellow of the Abraham Path Initiative and an
Explorer for The North Face. He was recipient of the 2017
Neville Shulman Challenge Award and is a BBC presenter.
Much of his recent work has been seeking out stories of
humanity and nuance in parts of the world that are often
demonised or misunderstood by Western media. In the last
few years, Leon has been exploring the ways in which
moving slowly and thoroughly affects the stories that we hear
and tell. His idea is that by approaching storytelling at three
miles an hour, let’s say, reporters can find new narratives and
meaning, and are perhaps afforded more time to experience
and disseminate a deeper human connection
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A WILD IDEA
The True Story of Douglas Tompkins—The Greatest
Conservationist (You’ve Never Heard Of)
Jonathan Franklin

Agent: Annabel Merullo
US publisher: Harper One
US editor: Miles Doyle
Publication: August 2021
Rights sold:
Chile (Planeta Chile)
Polish (Slowne)
Taiwan (Yuan-Liou)
Japanese co-agent:
Tuttle-Mori
Previous publishers:
Arabic (Arabic Scientific
Publishers)
Brazil (Companhia das Letras,
Nova Fronteira)
China (Gingko, Hangzhou)
France (Robert Laffont)
German (Piper, C. Bertelsmann)
Japan (Kyodo Tsushin)
Hungary (Gabo)
Italy (RCS Libri, Il Saggiatore)
Korea (Gimm-Young)
Norway (Cappelen Damm)
Poland (Swiat Ksziaski, Sonia
Draga)
Portugal (Civilizacao)
Russia (Eksmo)
Spain (Planeta d’Agostini, Aguilar)
Taiwan (Wind)
Turkey (Kuraldisi)
Previous titles:

438 Days
33 Men

In 1991, Doug Tompkins abandoned his comfortable life in
San Francisco and flew 6,500 miles south to a shack in
Patagonia. Instead of the Golden Gate Bridge, Tompkins
stared out the window at Volcano Michinmahuida,
blanketed in snow and prowled by mountain lions. Shielded
by waterfalls and wilderness, the founder of such
groundbreaking companies as Esprit and The North Face
suddenly regretted the corporate capitalism from which he
had profited from years. As a CEO he had caused much
pollution and, “made things nobody needed.” Now, he
declared, it was time to reverse the damage to the planet,
and maybe even himself.
In A Wild Idea, award-winning journalist and bestselling
author Jonathan Franklin tells the incredible true story of
Douglas Tompkins, who became one of the primary
founders of our modern conservation and land protection
movement.
Piloting his small plane, Tompkins explored the uninhabited
lands of Patagonia and gaped at the singular beauty: active
volcanoes, forests never logged, rivers never dammed—all so
undisturbed, so exquisitely designed.
Could he protect this wild beauty? For the ensuing quarter
century, that dream— that obsession—became his life. Only
in death did it become his legacy.

Jonathan Franklin is an investigative journalist who has
reported for the New York Times, Boston Globe, and The
Guardian. A native of Massachusetts, he resides in Santiago,
Chile, with his wife and seven daughters, but often lives off
the grid when writing his books.
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IMAGINE A CITY
A Pilot Sees the World
Mark Vanhoenacker
**Sunday Times Bestselling Author**

Since I was a kid, I’ve had the habit of dreaming about a city
that doesn’t exist…

Agent: Caroline Michel
UK publisher: Chatto &
Windus
UK editor: Clara Farmer
US publisher: Knopf
US editor: Dan Frank
Publication: May 2022
Page extent: 352
Previous publishers:
Chinese (Gingko)
Dutch (De Arbeiderspers)
Finnish (Teo)
German (Hanser)
Italian (Mondadori)
Japanese (Hayakawa)
Korean (Book Planet)
Russian (Sinbad)
Spanish (Captain Swing)
Taiwanese (Faces)
Japanese co-agent:
The English Agency

Mark Vanhoenacker’s fascination with cities grew along
with his hopes of becoming a pilot. What is the city?
What’s being said or sung or joked about at this very
moment on a radio station there, what ruins of it will be
unearthed or unknowingly tarmacked over tomorrow, what
plane is climbing steadily away from it in the last light of the
day? What is left of the city’s walls? In which months do the
boats or the harvest arrive in from the sea or the
countryside, how exactly, on winter nights, does the snow
sail through the high cables and fly across the beams of
headlights of the cars crawling over the thick dark deck of
the city’s longest bridge?
For most of his life, Mark has turned to the city he’s
dreamed of to ask or answer these questions. Mark’s job
takes him to many real cities, which fascinate him endlessly.
One of the ways he processes this fascination is by idly
retelling the story of a real city in terms of the imagined
one.
In Imagine a City, Mark shows the reader how a city, real
or imagined can be a childhood escape from uncomfortable
realities, a kind of urban simulation game as an adult, a vast
mental dance floor on which to play your favourite music,
an effective aid to sleep, or a pre-filled form for articulating
hopes for a slightly improved or heightened urbanity.

Mark Vanhoenacker is a Senior First Officer for British
Airways, flying Boeing 747s to major cities around the
world. Skyfaring , his first book about airline flying, was a
huge international bestseller and was translated into 12
languages
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THE LIFE OF A RAINDROP
Joe Huddart
Clouds have sparked mythological associations for
millennia, but for Joe Huddart, it is the destiny of the
water contained within them that is truly mystifying.
Each raindrop, poised above the world, is loaded with
seemingly infinite potential, ready for a trip like no
other.

Agent: Adam Gauntlett
On submission Autumn 2021

From a childhood spent in relentless and often reckless
pursuit of pondlife, to now an aquatic ecologist seeking
to quantify and explain biodiversity, Joe explores the
fate of water after touching back down on Earth. Each
chapter charts an ecological and anthropological
journey; ranging from the bafflingly rich biodiversity of
stream, river and lake ecosystems, the darkness of
groundwater deep beneath our feet, to even the vast
network of tunnels, pipes and tubes required to meet
our societal needs.

The Life of a Raindrop explores the pathways our most

precious resource takes as it navigates the phenomenon
that is the water cycle, and how this voyage has not
only shaped us and life around us, but increasingly,
how we are shaping it.

Joe Huddart holds a PhD in Ecology from Imperial College
London and the Natural History Museum of London. He
works as a postdoctoral scientist at the University of East
Anglia where he is exploring the use of DNA in Colombian
rivers and lakes to identify freshwater fish species. The Life of
a Raindrop will be his first book for the trade.
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HOW I BECAME A TREE
Sumana Roy
‘Sumana Roy has written—grown—a radiant and wondrous book,
which roots and branches in complex, provocative ways, helping
us recognize trees for the ‘strange strangers’ they are, companioncitizens with which we think and remember, yes, but also alien
beings that draw love, hate, indifference, and even lust from us
humans.’ Robert Macfarlane, author of The Old Ways: A Journey

on Foot
An exquisite, lovingly crafted meditation on plants, trees, and our
place in the natural world, in the tradition of Robin Wall
Kimmerer’s Braiding Sweetgrass and Annie Dillard’s Pilgrim at
Tinker Creek

Agent: Lisette Verhagen
UK & US publisher: Yale
University Press

UK & US editor: Jennifer
Banks
Indian publisher: Aleph Book
Company (February 2017)
Publication: August 2021
Page extent: 236==48
Rights sold:
France (Gallimard)
Germany (Matthes & Seitz)
Korea (Bada Publishing)
Japanese co-agent:
Tuttle-Mori

“I was tired of speed. I wanted to live tree time.” So writes
Sumana Roy at the start of How I Became a Tree, her
captivating, adventurous, and self-reflective vision of what it
means to be human in the natural world.
Drawn to trees’ wisdom, their nonviolent way of being, their
ability to cope with loneliness and pain, Roy movingly explores
the lessons that writers, painters, photographers, scientists, and
spiritual figures have gleaned through their engagement with
trees—from Rabindranath Tagore to Tomas Tranströmer, Ovid
to Octavio Paz, William Shakespeare to Margaret Atwood. Her
stunning meditations on forests, plant life, time, self, and the
exhaustion of being human evoke the spacious, relaxed rhythms
of the trees themselves.
Hailed upon its original publication in India as “a love song to
plants and trees” and “an ode to all that is unnoticed, ill,
neglected, and yet resilient,” How I Became a Tree blends
literary history, theology, philosophy, botany, and more, and
ultimately prompts readers to slow down and to imagine a
reenchanted world in which humans live more like trees.

Sumana Roy is the author of How I Became a Tree (2017),
Missing: A Novel (2018), Out of Syllabus: Poems (2019), and My
Mother’s Lover and Other Stories (2019). She has edited Animalia

Indica: The Finest Animal Stories in Modern Indian Literature
(Aleph), and her poems, essays and stories have been published in
Granta, Guernica, White Review, Catapult, among other places.
She is currently Associate Professor of English and Creative
Writing at Ashoka University, India.
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SENTIENT
What Animals Reveal About Our Senses
Jackie Higgins
'Jackie Higgins’s lyrical, literate style will charm you while her book
stuns your imagination with strange, other-worldly truths' Richard
Dawkins

Sentient assembles a menagerie of zoological creatures – from
land, air, sea and all four corners of the globe – to understand
what it means to be human. Through their eyes, ears, skins,
tongues and noses, the furred, finned and feathered reveal how we
sense and make sense of the world, as well as the untold scientific
revolution stirring in the field of human perception.

Agent: Elizabeth Sheinkman
UK publisher: Picador
UK editor: Georgina Morley

US publisher: Atria
US editor: Peter Borland
Publication: June 2021
Rights Sold:
Chinese, Simplified (Citic)
Japan (Bungei Shunju)

The harlequin mantis shrimp can throw a punch that can fracture
aquarium walls but, more importantly, it has the ability to see a
vast range of colours. The ears of the great grey owl have such
unparalleled range and sensitivity that they can hear twenty
decibels lower than the human ear. The star-nosed mole barely
fills a human hand, seldom ventures above ground and poses little
threat unless you are an earthworm, but its miraculous nose allows
it to catch those worms at astonishing speed – as little as one
hundred and twenty milliseconds. Here, too, we meet the foureyed spookfish and its dark vision; the vampire bat and its
remarkable powers of touch; the bloodhound and its hundreds of
millions of scent receptors, as well as the bar-tailed godwit, the
common octopus, giant peacocks, cheetahs and golden orbweaving spiders. Each of these extraordinary creatures illustrates
the sensory powers that lie dormant within us.
In this captivating book, Jackie Higgins explores this evolutionary
heritage and, in doing so, enables us to subconsciously engage
with the world in ways we never knew possible.

Japanese co-agent:
Tuttle-Mori

Jackie Higgins grew up by the sea in Cornwall and has always
been fascinated by the natural world. She read Zoology at
Oxford, as a student of Richard Dawkins. She then worked on
the ground-breaking BBC series Supersense revealing the world
from an animal's perspective for the first time. She worked at
Oxford Scientific Films for a decade, making wildlife films for the
BBC, National Geographic and The Discovery Channel, and at
the BBC Science Department making documentaries.
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PIXELATED LOVE
Iona David
A funny, warm, sharply observed deep dive into what it is
to be dating today based on the wildly popular Instagram
account helping hundreds of thousands of people feel less
alone and the book aims to do the same, while also
attempting to answer the question ‘what exactly is going on
here… and what am I supposed to do about it’.

Pixelated Love looks at the ways in which the internet took

Agent: Kate Evans
Publisher: HarperCollins
Editor: Holly Blood

a process already filled with confusion and contradiction and
scrambled it into the digital minefield we’re navigating
today. From decoding digital representations of laughter
(why you should run if anyone, anywhere, ever, says tee
hee, the sliding haha scale, a defense of lmao) to asking for
nudes the right way, the art of the first message and why
there is in fact hope at the end of the tunnel despite the
sometimes overwhelming evidence to the contrary. All of
this happens, of course, through the immortal and usually
mortifying words of real life softbois.

Publication date: May 2022

Iona David is the creator and voice of the wildly successful
Instagram account @beam_me_up_softboi. With over 600k
followers and an extremely engaged international audience,
Iona is fast becoming the voice of a very confused
generation.
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THE PERFECT MISTAKE
Brendan Kearns
The Perfect Mistake is a modern remedy for the accidental

perfectionist. It explores the life-changing art of making
mistakes as a shortcut to ingenuity in a world telling you to
keep in line. The book confronts a dangerous belief that has
governed how we live and work for over a century. A
belief that kills the best business ideas, stifles ambition, and
suffocates the natural capacity for innovation that we’re
born with as children. That being wrong is a sign of flawed
ability.
It's not only normal to make mistakes: it's a secret of genius
to make them deliberately.
Agent: Kate Evans
On submission Autumn 2021

From business to sport, coding to popular culture, Kearns
draws from his experience working inside leading tech
giants and creative firms to illustrate that continuous
experimentation, not expertise, is the secret ingredient to
brilliance in any field. This book teaches people how to find
success and happiness by doing the very thing that we’ve
been conditioned to avoid: being wrong.

Brendan Kearns has gone from being a business school
dropout to a leading figure in the world of design and tech—
working as a lead designer at Silicon Valley companies like
Google and Twitter as well as renowned creative firms in
Europe and Australia. He specialises in finding new ways to
solve big problems—to imagine what’s possible (and
sometimes what’s impossible). He is the design director of
RIVAL, an innovation agency he founded in 2018, to
navigate uncertainty and answer big questions,
experimentally, for companies of all sizes. He is a Fellow of
the Royal Society of the Arts and advisor to venture capital
firms and early-stage startups. Brendan is a speaker and writer
on the topics of applied creativity and the rituals of
innovative people and companies.
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BI
The Hidden Culture, History and Science of
Bisexuality
Julia Shaw
A provocative, eye-opening, and original book on the
science of sexuality beyond gender from an internationally
bestselling pop-psychologist

Despite all the welcome changes that have happened in our
culture and laws over the past few decades in regards to
sexuality, the subject remains one of the most influential but
least understood aspects of our lives. For psychologist and
bestselling author Julia Shaw, this is both professional and
personal--Shaw studies the science of sexuality and she
herself is proudly and vocally bisexual.
Agent: Kirsty McLachlan
UK publisher: Canongate
UK editor: Simon
Thorogood
US publisher: Abrams Press/
Overlook Press
US editor: Jamison Stoltz
Publication date: June 2022
Page extent: 304
Rights sold:
German (Hanser)

It's an admission, she writes, that usually causes people's
pupils to dilate, their cheeks to flush, and their questions to
start flowing. Ask people to name famous bisexual actors,
politicians, writers, or scientists, and they draw a blank.
Despite statistics that show bisexuality is more common
than homosexuality, bisexuality is often invisible.
In BI: The Hidden Culture, History, and Science of
Bisexuality, Shaw probes the science and culture of
attraction beyond the binary. From the invention of
heterosexuality to the history of the Kinsey scale, as well as
asylum seekers trying to defend their bisexuality in a court
of law, there is so much more to explore than most have
ever realized. Drawing on her own original research--and
her own experiences--this is a personal and scientific
manifesto; it's an exploration of the complexities of the
human sexual experience and a declaration of love and
respect for the nonconformists among us.

Previous publishers:
Hungary (Kossuth Publishing)
Dr. Julia Shaw is psychological scientist at University College
Germany (Hanser)
London. She is best known for her work in the areas of
Italy (Mauri Spagnol)
criminal psychology, false memory, and tackling workplace
harassment. In 2016 she published her bestselling debut book
"The Memory Illusion", which has appeared in 20 languages.
In 2019 she published her second international bestseller
"Evil: The Science Behind Humanity's Dark Side". She is
also the founder of the Bisexual Research Group, and has
completed a Masters in Queer History this year. Her work is
often featured on TV, radio, in print, and online.
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THE ART OF NOT EATING
A Doubtful History of Mind, Body and Desire
Jessica Hamel-Akré
He was the most obese man in eighteenth-century England,
and I fell in love with him in 2014.
The night Jessica Hamel-Akré discovered Dr George
Cheyne, an eighteenth-century London society fixture and
the first Dr Diet, was the beginning of an intellectual
fixation that would inspire a seven year long historical study
of women’s appetite control, and a personal unravelling.

Agent: Kate Evans
Publisher: Atlantic
Editor: James Pulford
Publication date: January 2024

As she follows the charismatic, tortured Cheyne through the
pages of medical studies, novels, and eighteenth-century
scandals, she meets ash-eating mystics, wasting society girls,
impoverished female fasters, and early feminist philosophers,
all of whom were once asking the same question that's
weighed on her since childhood and underpins diet culture
today… (How) should a woman control her appetite?
This is a book about the history of the idea of the right way
to not eat. It charts the evolution of the pious effortlessness
that lives on in our modern secular idea of feminine
perfection: “naturally” easy-going, beauty without method,
slimness without control, life without hunger and
complaint.
Reminiscent of Olivia Laing and Maggie Nelson but in a
voice entirely her own, Hamel-Akré is a sparkling talent
with relentlessly precise powers of observation. Blending
memoir with rigorous historical research, she will change
the way we look at female want, intellectual seriousness, the
nature of rationality, and how it all got so tangled up with
how we eat.

Jessica Hamel-Akré is an award-winning historian of ideas,
writer, public speaker, and postdoctoral fellow at the
University of Cambridge where she conducts her
independent, now seven-year long, study on diet
culture. This is her first book.
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POOR LITTLE SICK GIRLS
Celebrating, Femininity, Fatness, Illness and Life
Ione Gamble
Poor Little Sick Girls is about what it's like to be at the

centre of a feminist movement that has no real place for
you. What being a fat, unwell, perpetually exhausted
woman means in a culture that celebrates wellness, body
positivity, and the hustle.

Agent: Kate Evans
Publisher: Dialogue Books
Editor: Sharmaine Lovegrove
Publication: May 2022
Pages: 352

Ione turns her sharp, pop-culture obsessed eye to our
current fixation on identity politics, personal branding,
productivity, and #LivingYourBestLife in this relentlessly
insightful collection of essays. From her complex
relationship with self care (bejewelled fake nails were a light
at the end of the medication tunnel) to how the
gross girls of horror films became her heroines, our
fetishisation of the right kind of female illness (thin, pale,
white, submissive), to the dark side of coping mechanisms
and why it is in fact okay to spend a lot of time in bed.

Poor Little Sick Girls picks apart the apparently benign
threads of a very troubled cultural moment and charts the
history of how we got there.
With shades of Shrill and Bad Feminist but ultimately
entirely its own, Poor Little Sick Girls is a brilliantly
nuanced exploration of our obsession with optimisation, as
viewed through the internet, from a sick bed.

Ione Gamble is an editor and writer based in London. She is
the Founding editor-in-chief of Polyester zine and the host
of The Polyester Podcast.
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THE LADY DI LOOKBOOK
What Diana Was Trying To Tell Us Through Her
Clothes
Eloise Moran
Fashion writer Eloise Moran has studied thousands of
pictures of Princess Diana over the past few years. Looking
carefully at Diana’s clothes, she discovered that behind each
outfit lies a carefully crafted strategy. What Lady Di couldn’t
express verbally, she seemed to express through her clothes.

Agent: Lisette Verhagen
UK publisher: Octopus
Press
UK editor: Alison Starling

US publisher: St Martin’s
Press
US editor: Elizabeth Beier
Publication: June 2022

With The Lady Di Look Book Eloise Moran takes us on a
photographic journey celebrating Princess Diana’s fashion
choices over the years. From the pink gingham pants and
pastel-yellow overalls of a sacrificial lamb—to the sexy
Versace mini dresses, power suits, and cycling shorts of a free
woman; this will be Eloise’s selection and interpretation of
Diana’s most show stopping eighties and early nineties outfits
and of course, her most fearless post-divorce revenge looks.
Whether it’s ‘80s cottagecore Diana, androgynous bow-tie
Diana, little black dress Diana, or athleisure Diana— there is
a look for all of us. There’s a bit of Diana in all of us.
Full of wit and humour, The Lady Di Look Book will be a
gorgeous gift book and appeal to an entire new generation of
Diana fans.

Rights sold:
Hungary (GABO)
Italy (under offer)
Russia (AST)
Taiwan (Domain
Publishing)
World rights cleared for all
images
Japanese co-agent:
Japan Uni

Eloise Moran is a London-born, Los Angeles based fashion
writer and creator of the viral Instagram phenomena
@ladydirevengelooks. The account recently featured in The
New Yorker, The LA Times, and The Telegraph, where
Eloise was credited with introducing the Instagram generation
to Diana’s revenge dressing ways. Eloise lives in LA with her
most prized possession: an original Virgin Atlantic Sweatshirt
which was seen on Lady Diana herself.
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NOT EXACTLY WHAT I HAD IN MIND
Kate Brook

Hazel and Alfie have just moved in together as flatmates. They've also just slept together, which
was either a catastrophic mistake, or the best decision of their lives.
Then Hazel's sister Emily and her wife Daria arrive for a visit, having made a momentous decision
that pushes Hazel and Alfie’s dilemma aside and binds the four of them together in an unexpected
chain of events.
The novel follows Hazel, Alfie, Emily and Daria as the choices they make on the precipice of
change have a ripple effect that travels through all of their lives, binding them together in many
unconventional ways.

Not Exactly What I Had in Mind is a refreshing look at the modern world, treading lightly through
serious topics such as anxiety, the ethics of having children, feminism, toxic masculinity and female creativity, with a healthy dose of Extinction Rebellion thrown in.

Kate Brook lives in London and works in Sales Operations at Faber and Faber, having previously
worked for Foyles. She has a PhD in French Literature and Visual Art from King’s College London, and a Masters in European Literature and Culture from the University of Cambridge. Her
short-form writing has been published in The Fiction Pool and The Real Story.

UK publisher: Atlantic • UK editor: Sarah Hodgson • US publisher: Penguin Random House • US editor: Lindsey
Rose • Material: full un-edited manuscript • Agent: Philippa Sitters • Rights: Spain (Suma de Letras), Germany
(Random House)
Japanese co-agent for all DGA titles—Japan Uni
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ACTS OF VIOLET
Margarita Montimore

Nearly a decade ago, iconic magician Violet Volk performed her greatest trick yet: vanishing midact. Though she hasn’t been seen since, her hold on the public imagination is stronger than ever.
While Violet sought out the spotlight, her sister Sasha always had to be the responsible one, taking
over their mother’s hair salon and building a quiet life for her beloved daughter, Quinn. But Sasha
can never seem to escape her sister’s orbit or her memories of their unresolved, tumultuous relationship. Then there’s Cameron Frank, tapped to host a podcast devoted to all things Violet, who
is determined to finally get his big break—even if he promised to land an exclusive interview with
Sasha, the one person who definitely doesn’t want to talk to him.
As the ten-year anniversary approaches, the podcast picks up steam, and Cameron’s pursuit of
Sasha becomes increasingly intrusive. He isn’t the only one wondering what secrets she might be
keeping: Quinn, loyal to the aunt she always idolized, is doing her own investigating. Meanwhile,
Sasha begins to experience an unsettling series of sleepwalking episodes and coincidences, which
all seem to lead back to Violet. Pushed to her emotional limits, Sasha must finally confront the
most painful truths about her sister, and herself, even at the risk of losing everything.

After receiving a BFA in Creative Writing from Emerson College, Margarita Montimore worked
for over a decade in publishing and social media before deciding to focus on the writing dream full
-time. She lives in New Jersey with her husband and dog.

US Publisher: Flatiron, US Editor: Caroline Bleeke • Material: full un-edited manuscript • Agent: Philippa Sitters •
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EDEN

Jim Crace
The inhabitants of eden are untouched by death. In the garden they care for their orchards and the
land and give thanks for their good fortune, because they know that beyond the garden walls is a
world where disease and hunger rampage. eden is overseen by angels - their bodies covered in
blue iridescent feathers, their beaks sharp and curved. It is a pleasant place where no one wants for
a thing.
But, as this story begins, something is wrong in eden. Because years after Adam and Eve left the
garden, another inhabitant has escaped. Perhaps a fall is coming...
Jim Crace is the author of Continent, The Gift of Stones, Arcadia, Signals of Distress, Quarantine,
Being Dead, The Devil’s Larder and Six (entitled Genesis in the US). He has won the Whitbread
First Novel Prize, the E. M. Forster Award, the Guardian Fiction Award and the GAP International Prize for Literature. His novels have been translated into 26 languages. Being Dead was
shortlisted for the 1999 Whitbread Fiction Prize and won the prestigious US National Book Critics
Circle Fiction Award for 2000. In 1997, Quarantine was named Whitbread Novel of the Year and
was shortlisted for the Booker Prize. Jim Crace lives in Birmingham with his wife and two children.

Publisher: Picador • Editor: Sophie Jonathan • Publication: 2022 • Material: full manuscript • Agent: David Godwin •
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THE BOOK OF EVERLASTING THINGS
Aanchal Malhotra

In the pre-partitioned Lahore of 1937, ten-year-old Samir Vij locks eyes with eight-year-old Firdaus Khan through
the rows of perfume bottles in his family’s ittar-shop in Anarkali bazar. It is not her eyes that draw her to him,
though, but the intoxicating smell of her skin. Firdaus becomes an enigma to the perfumer prodigy Samir, and
against the struggle for Indian independence, their friendship blossoms into love. Their years become defined by
books full of pressed leaves, stolen glances across a calligrapher’s studio, paper boats made with secret letters, the
aroma of tuberose, and the balmy, sultry smell of monsoon.
But severed by the violence of Partition just a decade later, home becomes a foreign place, and death hangs over
every house as Lahore city is destroyed. Suddenly bereft of both lineage and land, Samir is forced to flee to Delhi.
An undivided land is divided, a heart is carved in two; Samir becomes Indian and Firdaus becomes Pakistani.
Unable to survive as a refugee in Lahore’s twin city, the young perfumer embarks on a journey across the oceans,
and in the last British troopship to leave Hindustan in 1948, he discovers a secret that does not belong to him.
From the battlefields of World War One, to the flower fields of Grasse; from 388 letters of love, to a brief and secret marriage, Samir Vij traces the story of his perfumed life.

Aanchal Malhotra is an oral historian and writer based in New Delhi, India. She is the co-founder of the Museum
of Material Memory - a crowd-sourced digital repository tracing family histories and social ethnography through
heirlooms, collectibles and antiques from the Indian subcontinent.
Malhotra writes extensively on the 1947 Partition and its related topics. Her first book, published in South Asia as
Remnants of a Separation (2017) and internationally as Remnants of Partition (2019), was shortlisted for the British Academy’s Nayef Al-Rodhan Prize for Global Cultural Understanding, Sahitya Akademi Yuva Puraskar, Hindu Lit for Life Non Fiction Prize, Kamaladevi Chattopadhyay NIF Book Prize and the Shakti Bhatt First Book
Prize.

Publishers: FlatIron (US), HarperCollins India • Winter 2022 • Editor: Caroline Bleeke • Material: full edited manuscript soon to be delivered • Agent: David Godwin • Rights sold: Dutch (Uitgeverij Nieuw Amsterdam)
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BLACK RIVER
Nilanjana Roy
“Munia in the sunlight, smiling up at the man, the noose around her thin, unresisting neck.”
The murder of his daughter in the small village of Naya Mangar shatters Chand and sets him on a
dangerous search for justice; in the bylanes of Bright Dairy Colony on the outskirts of New Delhi,
Rabia fights for her home in a treacherous and uncertain time; and failed entrepreneur, Mr Invisible, returns to India, a country he can no longer fully recognize, to try his luck in a fierce summer
of brutal power games.
Black River is a wild journey into worlds turned turbulent. And into the lives of three people,
linked in unexpected ways, who risk everything they possess to navigate towards small freedoms,
a tenuous peace, and a final reckoning. This is a gripping, unforgettable portrait of a city and a
country caught in a time of greed and change, and of those who ride these tides of violent transformation.
Nilanjana S Roy is a lifelong booklover who spent years blogging, writing about, and briefly, editing books, and then began to write her own. Her first two novels, The Wildings and The Hundred
Names of Darkness, are award-winning works of fantasy for young adults. She can be found on
Twitter @nilanjanaroy, where she often chats with the 210,000 followers on her timeline about
books, writing and reading. She was born in Calcutta, and has lived in New Delhi, Calcutta and
Goa. She writes on books, life and the arts for the Financial Times. Black River is her first novel
for adults; she is working on another novel set in similar territory.

Publisher: Westland India • Publication: 2022 • Editor: Udayan Mitra • Material: Full Manuscript • Agent: David
Godwin
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THE RIPPING TREE
Nikki Gemmell

Early 1800s. Thomasina Trelora is on her way to the colonies. Her fate: to be married to a clergyman she's never met. As the Australian coastline comes into view a storm wrecks the ship and
leaves her lying on the rocks, near death. She's saved by an Aboriginal man who carries her to the
door of a grand European house, Willowbrae.
Tom is now free to be whoever she wants to be and a whole new life opens up to her. But as she's
drawn deeper into the intriguing life of this grand estate, she discovers that things aren't quite as
they seem. She stumbles across a horrifying secret at the heart of this world of colonial decorum and realises she may have exchanged one kind of prison for another.
The Ripping Tree is an intense, sharp shiver of a novel, which brings to mind such diverse influences as The Turn of the Screw, Rebecca and the film Get Out as much as it evokes The Secret
River. A powerful and gripping tale of survival written in Nikki Gemmell's signature lyrical and
evocative prose, it examines the darkness at the heart of early colonisation. Unsettling, audacious,
thrilling and unputdownable.
Nikki Gemmell was born in Wollongong, Australia. She has written five novels: Shiver, Cleave,
Lovesong, The Bride Stripped Bare and The Book of Rapture, as well as Pleasure: An Almanac
for the Heart, an illustrated book celebrating modern womanhood, and Why You Are Australian:
A Letter to my Children, an engaging look at the country of her birth. Her work has been internationally critically acclaimed and translated into many languages. In France she's been described as
a female Jack Kerouac, in Australia as one of the most original and engaging authors of her generation and in the US as one of the few truly original voices to emerge in a long time. Shiver, Cleave
and The Bride Stripped Bare were bestsellers.

Publisher: HarperCollins, HarperCollins Australia, October 2021• Editor: Ann Bissell • Material: full edited manuscript • Agent: David Godwin •
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PAY AS YOU GO

Eskor David Johnson

Set in the fictional city of Polis, Pay As You Go follows the story of the boy Slide as he embarks
on a quest-like mission to find the perfect apartment.
Initially trapped in a less than ideal situation, events soon conspire to cast him into the wild, tumbling world around him, where he encounters various enemies, allies and obstacles along his way.
Marking his journey are four figures whose own stories challenge and complicate Slide's stubborn
belief that the first step to truly living is having the ideal place to live.

Eskor David Johnson was born in the UK, is a native of Trinidad and Tobago, a graduate of Harvard University, and of the Iowa Writers’ Workshop, where he was a recipient of the Richard
Yates Short Story Prize, the Maytag Fellowship and the Teaching-Writing Fellowship.

Publisher: McSweeney’s,October 2021• Material: full manuscript • Agent: David Godwin •
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A VERTICAL ART

Oxford Lectures
Simon Armitage
This edition gathers the expansive and spirited public lectures delivered by Simon Armitage during his 'conscientious and often amusingly self-conscious tenure' (TLS) as Oxford University Professor of Poetry.
Armitage tries to identify a 'common sense' approach to an artform that can lend itself to grand
statements and vacuous gestures, questioning both the facile and obscure ends of the poetry spectrum, asserting certain fundamental qualities that separate the genre from near-neighbours such as
prose and song lyrics, examining who poetry is written for and its values in contemporary society.
Above all, these are personal essays that enquire into the volatile and disputed definitions of poetry from the point of view of a dedicated reader, a practising writer and a lifelong champion of its
power and potential.
Simon Armitage is Poet Laureate and was born in West Yorkshire and is Professor of Poetry at
the University of Leeds. A recipient of numerous prizes and awards, he has published twelve collections of poetry, including Seeing Stars (2010), The Unaccompanied (2017), Sandettie Light
Vessel Automatic (2019) and his acclaimed translation of Sir Gawain and the Green Knight
(2007). He writes extensively for television and radio, and is the author of two novels and the non
-fiction bestsellers All Points North (1998), Walking Home (2012) and Walking Away (2015).
His theatre works include The Last Days of Troy, performed at Shakespeare's Globe in 2014. In
2015 he was appointed Professor of Poetry at Oxford University and in 2018 he was awarded the
Queen’s Gold Medal for Poetry.
UK Publisher: Faber • Publication: 20th May 2021 • Editor: Matthew Hollis • Material: full manuscript • Agent:
David Godwin •
Japanese co-agent for all DGA titles—Japan Uni
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THE PRICE OF TIME

Interest, Capitalism and the Curse of Easy Money
Edward Chancellor
Capitalism and interest are inseparable, yet over the centuries whenever interest rates collapsed and money was
too easy, financial markets have become turbulent. In the first two decades of the twenty-first century, interest
rates sank lower than at any time in the five millennia since they were first recorded. In an unprecedented move,
negative interest rates were introduced in Europe and Japan, causing trillions of dollars’ worth of bonds to trade at
negative yields. Monetary policymakers appear blithe to the unintended consequences of their actions. Yet given
the essential function of interest in determining how capital is allocated and priced, and its role in regulating financial risk, it is not clear that capitalism can thrive or even survive under these conditions.
With clarity and precision, Edward Chancellor traces the history of interest from its origins in ancient Mesopotamia, through debates about usury in Restoration England and John Law’s ill-fated Mississippi scheme to the global credit booms of the twentieth century. The Price of Time reveals how extremely low interest rates not only create asset price inflation but are damaging in other ways. They are largely responsible for the weak economic
growth, rising inequality, elevated debt levels, and pensions crises that have afflicted Western economies in recent
years. At the same time, easy money in China has inflated an epic real estate bubble, accompanied by the greatest
credit and investment boom in history. The global financial system has edged closer to yet another devastating
crisis.
Edward Chancellor is the author of Devil Take the Hindmost: A History of Financial Speculation which has been
translated into more than half a dozen languages and was a New York Times Notable Book of the Year. Edward
read history at Cambridge and Oxford. In the early 1990s, he worked for Lazard Brothers and until 2014 he was a
senior member of the asset allocation team at the Boston investment firm, GMO. He is currently a columnist
for Reuters Breakingviews and has contributed to many publications, including the Wall Street Journal, Financial
Times, MoneyWeek and the New York Review of Books. In 2008, Edward received the George Polk Award for
financial reporting for his article "Ponzi Nation" in Institutional Investor magazine.

UK Publisher: Penguin Books • UK Editor: Stuart Profitt • US Publisher: Grove Atlantic • Publication: 2022 •
Agent: David Godwin •
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THE YOUNG H. G. WELLS

Changing the World
Claire Tomalin
How did the first forty years of H. G. Wells' life shape the father of science fiction?
From his impoverished childhood in a working-class English family, to his determination to educate himself at
any cost, to the serious ill health that dominated his twenties and thirties, his complicated marriages, and love affair with socialism, the first forty years of H. G. Wells' extraordinary life would set him on a path to become one
of the world's most influential writers. The sudden success of The Time Machine and The War of The Worlds
transformed his life and catapulted him to international fame; he became the writer who most inspired Orwell and
countless others, and predicted men walking on the moon seventy years before it happened.
In this remarkable, empathetic biography, Claire Tomalin paints a fascinating portrait of a man like no other, driven by curiosity and desiring reform, a socialist and a futurist whose new and imaginative worlds continue to inspire today.
Claire Tomalin was born in London in 1933 of a French father and an English mother and educated at Newnham
College, Cambridge. After graduating from Cambridge, she worked in publishing for Heinemann, Hutchinson and
Cape before switching to journalism, and became literary editor first of the New Statesman and then of the Sunday
Times.
Her first book, The Life and Death of Mary Wollstonecraft, won the Whitbread First Book Award, and she has
since written a number of highly acclaimed and bestselling biographies. The Invisible Woman, a definitive account of Dickens' relationship with the actress Ellen Ternan, won three major literary awards, and Samuel Pepys:
The Unequalled Self was Whitbread Book of the Year in 2002. In the highly acclaimed Charles Dickens: A Life,
she presents a full-scale biography of our greatest novelist. Claire Tomalin lives in London and is married to the
playwright Michael Frayn.

UK Publisher: Viking • UK Editor: Mary Mount • US Publisher: Penguin Random House • Publication: October
2021 • Agent: David Godwin •
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Plants Out of Place
Jessica J. Lee
A seed slips beyond a garden wall. A tree is planted on a precarious border. A shrub is stolen from its culture and
land. What happens when these plants leave their original homes?
These fourteen essays centre on the lives of plants and their entanglement with our human worlds: from those considered invasive, like giant hogweed, to those vilified but intimate to many, like soy, and those like kelp, on which
our futures depend. Each of the plants I consider in this collection are somehow perceived as ‘out of place’—as
weeds, samples collected through imperial science, or crops introduced or transformed by our hand. Loosely following each of their seasons from spring to winter, I meditate on the question of how both plants and people come
to belong, and how our futures are more entwined than we might imagine.
As nature writing continues to be re-envisioned in our contemporary moment, this collection brings together concerns at the heart of the genre today: invasion ecologies, identity and belonging, climate change, the political
stakes of nature, landscape, borders, and human-plant relations, all told through a blend of history, memoir, and
nature writing. Poetic and personal in tone but deeply grounded in research, Dispersals would be ideal for readers
of Richard Mabey’s Weeds, Michael Pollan’s The Botany of Desire, Helen Macdonald’s Vesper Flights, World of
Wonders by Aimee Nezhukumatathil, and Nina Mingya Powles’s Small Bodies of Water.
Jessica J. Lee is a British-Canadian-Taiwanese author, environmental historian, and winner of the Hilary Weston
Writers’ Trust Prize for Nonfiction, the Boardman Tasker Award for Mountain Literature, and the RBC Taylor
Prize Emerging Writer Award. She is the author of two books of nature writing: Turning (2017) and Two Trees
Make a Forest (2019), which was shortlisted for Canada Reads 2021 and made the national bestsellers list. She
writes a column on plants and people called Non-Native Species for Catapult magazine. Jessica has a PhD in Environmental History and Aesthetics and was Writer-in-Residence at the Leibniz Institute for Freshwater Ecology
in Berlin from 2017–2018. She is the founding editor of The Willowherb Review and a researcher at the University of Cambridge.
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LOOKING FOR LUCIA

A Biography in Motion
Nina Ellis
Looking for Lucia: A Biography is the first biography of the American short story writer Lucia Berlin. Adapted from
Nina’s PhD thesis at the University of Cambridge, it draws on a wealth of previously unseen and unpublished material,
including letters, manuscripts, notebooks and interviews. Its biographical chapters are interspersed with the narrative of
Nina’s journey around the United States, Mexico and Chile, searching for Berlin’s many houses, apartments and mobile homes and tracking down her family and friends. Looking for Lucia creates a new form, the ‘biography in motion’,
inspired by Berlin’s geographically transient life. It incorporates passages of travel writing, meditations on movement,
and explorations of Nina’s relationship with Berlin as a biographical subject and literary role model. It also draws on
Nina’s experiences as a binational short story writer and lifelong expatriate, or ‘insider-outsider’, like Berlin.
Lucia Berlin is one of the most important American writers of the twentieth century. She lived a fascinating, peripatetic
life, from the country clubs of Santiago de Chile to the detox wards of West Oakland; and yet, like so many female
writers of the twentieth century, her story has remained untold — until now. She was born Lucia Barbara Brown in
1936, in Alaska, and she moved around the United States and Chile as a child for her father’s job as a mining engineer.
She started writing in the 1950s, and befriended Robert Creeley, Ed Dorn and other poets of the midcentury American
counterculture. Meanwhile, she married three times, to a sculptor and two jazz musicians, and gave birth to four sons.
During the 1960s and 1970s, she raised them mostly as a single mother, while also writing, struggling with alcoholism
and working a series of ‘blue-collar’ jobs. In the 1980s and 1990s, her short fiction found a home with Bay Area independent presses, and she won an American Book Award in 1991. In 1994, she took up a position teaching Creative
Writing at the University of Colorado Boulder, where she was adored by her students. She died in 2004, and remained
largely unknown until her posthumous collection A Manual for Cleaning Women became a global bestseller in 2015.
Nina Ellis is a British-American writer of fiction and nonfiction based in Cambridge and Islamabad. She is a current
PhD student at Cambridge, where her thesis is funded by a Full Studentship from the Arts and Humanities Research
Council. She has an MA in English Literature from University College London and an MA (Cantab) in Archaeology
and Anthropology. Nina has published pieces on Berlin in Granta and Review 31, and she also writes short stories,
which have been published in Granta, Ambit, 3:AM, The London Magazine, American Chordata, The Mays anthology
and elsewhere. Nina writes a regular column on travel and writing for Review 31.
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ENOUGH

Laps of Memory
Stephen Hough
Every memoir is part-fiction as every novel is partly an autobiography. And anyway, a complete autobiography is boring or indecent. It is the person at the dinner table who just won’t stop talking. It is the musical phrase with no breath.
Lucien Freud’s unfinished self-portraits … enough. But who joins him in the frame? And who do I force to join me in
this mirror of my life? The sheer responsibility of writing a memoir, not to oneself but to others. Some I love are barely
mentioned in these pages; others I will force before the frigid glass. How much to hide or blur? When life ends all will
be hidden or blurred, but books last longer than the people they have power to hurt. And one false word can cause a
war.
My subtitle is, of course, a pun on the greatest fear known to concert performers: the onstage memory lapse. But, lacking the ‘e’, laps are not just a reference to the circle of passing years - always repeating, never the same; they are also
those small waves, not engulfing or threatening but gently eddying around our sometimes-unsteady feet, teasers around
the ankles of the rolled-up trousers. If some sand remains between the reader’s toes by the end of the book then it will
have served its purpose.
Named by The Economist as one of Twenty Living Polymaths, Stephen Hough combines a dis-tinguished career as a
pianist with those of composer and writer. He was the first classical per-former to be awarded a MacArthur Fellowship
and was made a Commander of the Order of the British Empire (CBE) in the New Year’s Honours 2014.
Stephen’s extensive discography of over 60 CDs has garnered international accolades including the Diapason d’Or de l
’Année and eight Gramophone Awards. His celebrated iPad app The Liszt Sonata was released by Touch Press in
2013. As a composer, he has been commissioned by Wigmore Hall, Musée du Louvre, London’s National Gallery,
Westminster Abbey, Westminster Cathedral, the Genesis Foundation, Gilmore International Keyboard Festival, the
Walter W. Naumburg Foundation, the Cliburn Foundation, Orquesta Sinfónica de Euskadi and the Berlin Philharmonic
Wind Quintet. As an author, his first novel, The Final Retreat, was published by Sylph Editions in March 2018, and his
collection of essays Rough Ideas: Reflections on Music and More – winner of the 2020 Royal Philharmonic Society
Awards’ Storytelling category and named one of Financial Times’ Book of the Year 2019 – was published by Faber &
Faber in August 2019.

UK publisher: Faber & Faber • UK Editor: Belinda Matthews • US publisher: FSG • US Editor: Jonathan Galassi •
Publication date: 2022 • Agent: David Godwin •
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NELSON AND WINNIE

Portrait of a Marriage
Jonny Steinberg
In the summer of 1957, Nelson Mandela – at 38 already the most distinguished black lawyer in Johannesburg – sighted in his rearview mirror at the side of the road a beautiful woman little more than half his age. He tracked down her name – she was Winnie
Madikizela, he discovered – and phoned her the next day; within eighteen months he had divorced his wife and married her.
Nelson and Winnie lived three short years together before he was jailed for plotting to overthrow the South African government. In
their decades apart, they became among the most celebrated couples on earth, the legend of their romance a symbol of the antiapartheid struggle. But as they grew more famous, so they grew apart. By the time they were reunited, he was the world’s most
famous advocate of forgiveness, she her country’s fiercest proponent of violence.
This book paints an intimate portrait of their marriage. Working with the letters they wrote, and with the apartheid state’s secret
recordings of Winnie’s visits to Nelson in prison, we watch a couple attempt to keep their love alive. It is at once a story of country’s struggle for freedom, and of two people’s efforts to make sense of one another, themselves and the world.
Jonny Steinberg was born and bred in South Africa. He came of age in the final years of the struggle against apartheid and is one of
the country’s chief chroniclers of its post-apartheid history.
Steinberg is Professor of African Studies at Oxford and Visiting Professor of African Politics at Yale. He has written seven books
about contemporary Africa, most of them narrative nonfiction explorations of life in contemporary South Africa. In 2013 Steinberg
was an inaugural winner of the Windham Campbell Literary Prizes, awarded by Yale University. He has twice won South Africa’s
top literary prize, the Sunday Times Alan Paton Award, first for Midlands (2002), about the murder of a white farmer by his black
tenants, and then for The Number (2004), a history of South Africa’s prison gangs. Three-Letter Plague (Sizwe’s Test in the US),
an intimate account of a young man’s coming of age amid Africa’s AIDS pandemic, was a Washington Post Book of The Year and
was shortlisted for the Wellcome Trust Prize. Steinberg’s latest book, A Man of Good Hope, was adapted for the stage and performed in London, New York and across Europe. A film adaptation of The Number premiered at last year’s Toronto Film Festival.
Steinberg has written commentary and essays for the New York Times, the Los Angeles Times, Buzzfeed, Vanityfair.com, the
Guardian and Granta Magazine. He has for the past 16 years written a bi-weekly column for South Africa’s premier financial daily, Business Day. He serves on advisory boards for the UK Department of International Development and the Dutch Ministry of
Foreign Affairs.

UK publisher: HarperCollins • UK Editor: Arabella Pike • US publisher: Knopf • US Editor: John Freeman • Publication
date: 2022 • Rights sold: Dutch (Atlas Contact) • Agent: David Godwin •
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IN THE LANGUAGE OF REMEMBERING

Aanchal Malhotra
The 1947 Partition of British India into the now-independent nations of India, Pakistan and later Bangladesh, remains the most definitive event in the modern history of South Asia. ‘Partition’ is a word which may have receded
in public memory, yet continues to painfully linger in private discourse. As South Asians, it fundamentally anchors our collective experiences, populates our histories, defines our relationships with our neighbours, and can
build our characteristics or augment our fears.
But how and why are stories of this aged trauma transmitted and received across generations? Are they offered
with intention, or need to be exhumed? Have they always been present, and gone unnoticed? Do they cause pain in
their retelling – both to the ancestor and the descendant? Is there any point at all in resuscitating this part of the
past?

In the Language of Remembering is the first comprehensive anthology of oral history interviews with subsequent
generations of Partition-affected families across India, Pakistan, Bangladesh and their respective diaspora. At its
heart, it is a book of secondhandedness – second-hand sadness, second-hand loss, second-hand pain. Recorded
over many years, these testimonies are reflective, deeply inward, and touch on topics of nationality, politics, belonging, loyalty, religion, and why the 1947 Partition continues to shape and inform the identity of multiple generations of South Asians today.
Aanchal Malhotra is an oral historian and writer based in New Delhi, India. She is the co-founder of the Museum
of Material Memory - a crowd-sourced digital repository tracing family histories and social ethnography through
heirlooms, collectibles and antiques from the Indian subcontinent.
Malhotra writes extensively on the 1947 Partition and its related topics. Her first book, published in South Asia as
Remnants of a Separation (2017) and internationally as Remnants of Partition (2019), was shortlisted for the British Academy’s Nayef Al-Rodhan Prize for Global Cultural Understanding, Sahitya Akademi Yuva Puraskar, Hindu Lit for Life Non Fiction Prize, Kamaladevi Chattopadhyay NIF Book Prize and the Shakti Bhatt First Book
Prize.
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BEYOND

Stephen Walker
“Whoever controls space controls the world.”
Lyndon B. Johnson 1958

‘Suddenly, every previous biography has been superseded … A spellbinding and completely authoritative account’
Colin Burgess
‘Brings to life the space race and the extraordinary story of Yuri Gagarin … A history that reads like a thriller’
Anne Applebaum
9.07 a.m., April 12, 1961. A top-secret rocket site in the USSR. A young Russian sits inside a tiny capsule on top of
the Soviet Union’s most powerful intercontinental ballistic missile – originally designed to carry a nuclear warhead –
and blasts into the skis. His name is Yuri Gagarin and he is about to make history.
Travelling at almost 18,000 miles per hour – ten times faster than a rifle bullet – Gagarin circles the globe in just 106
minutes. While his launch begins in total secrecy, within hours of his landing he has become a world celebrity – the
first human to leave the planet.
Beyond tells the thrilling story behind that epic flight on its sixtieth anniversary. It happened at the height of the Cold
War as the US and USSR confronted each other across an Iron Curtain. Both superpowers took enormous risks to get
a man into space first – the Americans in the full glare of the media, the Soviets under deep cover. Both trained their
teams of astronauts to the edges of the endurable. In the end the race between them would come down to the wire.
Drawing on extensive original research and the vivid testimonies of eyewitnesses, many of whom have never spoken
before, Stephen Walker unpacks secrets that were hidden for decades and takes the reader into the drama – featuring
the scientists, engineers and political leaders on both sides, and above all the American astronauts and their Soviet
rivals battling for supremacy in the heavens.
Stephen Walker was educated at Oxford and Harvard universities, before joining the BBC as a graduate trainee. He
has since directed and produced over 30 films for the BBC, Channel 4 and ITV, as well as numerous foreign broadcasters. In 2006 he founded Walker George Films, a multi award-winning TV and film production company. Stephen
has twice been voted as one of Britain’s top ten television directors by the UK’s industry-leading Broadcast magazine.
Publisher: HarperCollins • April 2021 • Editor: Arabella Pike • Material: full edited text• Agent: David Godwin • Rights
Sold: Germany (Hoffmann & Campe), The Netherlands (Hollands Diep), Turkey (Kronik), Poland (Wydawnictwo Poznanskie).
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THE PRINCE RUPERT HOTEL FOR THE
HOMELESS
Christina Lamb

Christina Lamb’s upcoming book is a tale of hope, loss, laughter, tears, and above all kindness in
the most difficult of times.
The Prince Rupert Hotel has stood at the heart of Shrewsbury for nine centuries and has hosted the
likes of Margaret Thatcher and Bob Geldof. Yet in the last year, it has broken away from its’ prestigious history, in the midst of the global pandemic, to become a refuge for over 100 homeless.
This is their story, of finding shelter in the unlikeliest of places. In The Prince Rupert Hotel for the
Homeless, journalist Christina Lamb introduces us to a range of colourful characters, each with
their own unique story and insight into homelessness: from a mother of five, to a former art dealer,
to a chef.
Christina Lamb is one of Britain’s leading foreign correspondents and a bestselling author. Currently Chief Foreign Correspondent for the Sunday Times of London, her postings have included
South Africa, Pakistan, Brazil and Washington, and she is particularly known for her writing highlighting how war affects women.
She has written nine books including the bestselling The Africa House and I Am Malala, as well
as Farewell Kabul and The Girl from Aleppo. Her latest book is Our Bodies, Their Battlefield:
What War Does to Women (London: William Collins, March 2020), described by eminent historian Antony Beevor as “the most powerful and disturbing book I have ever read”. It was published
in September 2020, with translations in Germany, France, Italy, Netherlands, Sweden, Norway,
Iceland, Lithuania, Brazil, Poland, Spain and Croatia throughout 2020 and 2021.
UK publisher: HarperCollins • October 2021 • Editor: Arabella Pike • Material: Proposal (delivery end April
2021) • Agent: David Godwin • Option publishers: Brazil (Companhia das Letras), Croatia (Profil), France
(HarperCollins), Germany (Penguin Verlag), Iceland (Ugla Publishing), The Netherlands (Ambo Anthos), Lithuania (Alma Littera), Norway (Pax), Poland (Znak), Spain (Atico de los Libros), Sweden (Natur & Kultur).
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ANTWERP:

The Glory Years
Michael Pye
This is a book about a lost city, even though there’s a city with the same name still standing in the
same place and still rich: the search for the hidden story of the great port of Antwerp. Before the
Spanish took it back in 1585 and turned it into the familiar, orderly city of Rubens, Antwerp was
risky, scandalous and the hub of the whole known world. Trade routes crossed there bringing spice
and diamonds across the newly opened oceans, silver from America and from Germany, wool
from England.
Information travelled with the goods, so the city served scholars and doctors and spies. It opened a
new kind of market for art and for the music that filled the streets. Stories of killer bankers and
savvy prostitutes that gave it a celebrity reputation akin to nineteenth century Paris or twentieth
century New York: anything could happen there. And yet, it was one inland port in an empire run
from Spain, with riches that depended on heretic merchants when the Emperor wanted war on
heresy. Plague haunted the city, and so did fire. It was a fragile place for such a big story: the shift
in power from a feudal countryside to a new kind of city. Antwerp had no court, no navy, no army
but for a time it had power in its own right - the new power of money.

Hub of the World shows what it meant to live that kind of grand historical change day by day, deal
by deal as Antwerp tried to work out how to be a new kind of city: our kind of city.
Michael Pye’s acclaimed The Edge of the World is an international best-seller about the way the
modern world was born around the North Sea. This is what happened next.

UK publisher: Allen Lane, August 2021 • Editor: Stuart Proffit • Material: full text soon to be delivered •Agent:
David Godwin • Rights sold: The Netherlands (De Bezige Bij)
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